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                           Abstract

     The image formation in the field ion microscope was studied

theoretically by calculating both the ionization probability

and the current-voltage charactexistics. The model was extended

to include the field adsorption effects on the imaging process.

     In Chap.i, a general introduction was given to the

experimental results and the existing theory of field ionization

and ion current generationr giving particular attention to

points which were revised and extended in the present

investigatÅ}on. The aim of the present work was made clear.

     In Chap.2, field ionization probability of a gas atorn

above a clean metal surface was calculated. The comparison and

criticism of various rnethods of calculation were given. The

effect of the orbitals of metal atoms on field ionization was

investigated approxirnating the rnetallic state by the

tight-binding method, and formation of the point Å}mage contrast

was discussed. The energy distribution of the field ionized

atoms was also obta.ined. The result was in agre.ement with the

experimental observations.

     rn Chap.3, field ionization probability above a metal

surface with various adsorbed atoms was calculated. A

one-dimensional model calculation of the electronic transmission

coefficient of the field ionizing systern was carried out; this

predicts that the ionization probability would be enhanced and

suppressed by the adsorption of the atoms with small ionization

potentiaZ, and by the field adsorption of the inert gas atoms

respectively. The latter effect was verified in case of the

three-dimensional calculation, which disagrees with the

previous investigator's prediction of the extremely high
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enhancement of the fieZd ionization by field adsorption.

     In Chap.4, the dynamic approach to calculation of the

field-ion current was discussed. The velocity distribution

functions of the gas particles, attracted to the spheLeical

emitter, were derived. The dependence of the ion current on

the emitter temperature and the gas temperature was discussed.

     In Chap.5, the field--ion curxent, based on the balance

equation for the velocity distribution function of the

concentrated gas particles in the emitter region, was calculated.

The expression for the ion current in terms of equiiibrSum

quantities, such as the supply function and rate constants for

ionization and escapet was derived and used to discuss the

calculated results. The field adsorption effect on the ion

current was then investigated, based on the adsoxption effects

on both the electronic transition probability obtained in

Chap.3 and the gas-surface interaction.

     rn Chap.6, the conclusions of the present invesggation

      ,were given.
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                        CHAPTER i

                      IN[[,RODUC[[tION

l.1 General
     The field ion microscope (FIM> invented by MUIIerl is one

of the powerful devices for the surface science capable of
                                            'imaging the metal surfaces in atomic detail. The detailed

interpretation of the image is now becoming increa$.Å}ngly

important as experimental techniques continue to develop and to
be applied to wider [ields2'3. The recent discovery oÅí

fieid-adsorption of an inert gas4'5 necessitates a refi.Lement

of the theory of the field ionization process.

     The present study is an attempt to improve the understanding

of the irnaging process and image interpretation by both quantum

mechanical calculations of the field ionization probability and

theoretical considerations of the ion current generation.

     The detailed investigation of the ion current generation

will provide fine dernonstrations of the theory of the field

ionization by interrnediating between the theory of the

microscopic process and the experimentally observable behaviour

of the ion curx'ent.

1.2 Field Xonization

Z.2.1 The Hamiitonian of the Field ronizing Systern

     The process of field ionization may be viewed as a
                                                           6rearrangernent-type collision of an atom with a meeal surface .

As a gas atorn approaches the rnetal surEace (shown in fig.1),

the electron.s and nucleus of the free atorn begin to i,nteraet

with the N eiectrons of the rnetal, and the constitutive atornic
cores of the metal zattice7. For the time beingt we consider
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field ionization of a monovalent atom <e.g. hydrogen). Also,
the independent-electron rnode18t in which the interaetion

poten' tial Vi , is replaced by an external (one-electron)

potential, is considered. A specific expression for Vi was
given by cutler and Davis9, and by Boudreaux and cutlerlO,

analytically as

      vi=ve(r, R) -- e2/4z, <i)
where                     2      Ve<r, R) = pt zi.i[l - exp('voz/s x lo-'10)] + e2/IR + rl,

                                          z> O, Z> Zc , (2)

               =-Vo , z<O, Z> Zc. (3)
Where z and Z are the components of the position r of the atomic

electron and the position R of the nucleus respectively, ail in

A units (see fig.1). The quantity Vo is the depth of the

potential well in the SornmerfeZd-Hartree model of the metal in

eV. The plane z = O is the metal surface and Zc is the cut•-off

distance for field ionization discussed later. In eq.(2), the

first term is the image potential oE the electron which includes
exchange and correlation effects9 and the second term is the

interaction of the eiectron with the inage of the nucleus.

     The total Harniltonian of an atorn near the rnetal surface

under the electric field F is
      Ht = - til.i:2 vr2 - •!itli12vR2 + eFz - eFz + vi - e2/ lx - Rl ,

                                                          (4)

where rn and M are the mass of an electron and a nucieus

respectively. Zn the rearrangement coili$ion ÅíorrnaZisrn, we
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assume that the separated parts of the system can exist, in the

initial and the final states, in two different arrangements

("channels") corresponding to the "originai" and "rearranged"

systerns. Namely,

      Ht=Hi+Vi =Hf+Vf , (s)
where Vf is the interaction potential of the ion with the rnetai.

The probability that the total systemt initially in a state,

NV)i t wili rearrange itself into the tinal state XVf in unit

time, has been shown to be given byl2

            2 7I      P=( .,, ) 8(Ei - Ef> i< Vf lvff xvsi> (2 (6)

within the first Born approximationt where

      Hi xvgi=Ei xvNi, (7)
      Hf Nl2Nf-Ef Yf . (8)
The rearrangement eollision formalisrn has, however, some

difficuZties, one of which is the lack of orthogonality between
the initial and final states of the system. Mittlemanil

pointed out that even in lowest order the Born approximation

rnust be changed from eq.(6) to

      p = (-4 lt;) s(Ei -• Ef) l< yf tvf a - Tr f)t NyNi>t 2, <g)

where Trf projects onto the final state of the system.

     Since the rnotion of the nucleus is much slower than that of

the electron, the standard adiabatic assumptions are justitied.

The Schrb'dinger equation of the electron that transfers frorn

the gas atom to the metal tip at the tixed position of the
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nucleus is given by9

      (-62 / 2rn'V.2 +v(rtR) )Y)t. =E(R) Nl'7. r (10a)

                           '      v(r,R) == ve(r,R) + eFz- e2 /lr--Rt . (lob)

The electronic potential V (r, R) is shown scheniatically in

fig.2. Then, field ionization consists in the tunneling of

electrons through the potential barrier which contains the

position R of the nucleus of the free gas atom as a parameter.

I.2.2 The lnterpretation of the Field !onization
     our diseussion below follows that of Duke8. The idea of

tunneling can be formulated either as a time-dependent

initial-value problem or as a stationary-state problem. In the

former, one constructs a wave packet from the one--electron

eigen-states approximately localized in the interior region and

calculates that the integrated probability density in the

interior region decays exponentially for an initial period of

time. This forrnulation, although conceptually simple, suffers

from two defects. First, the initial wave packet can never be
, completely localized in the interior region if constructed from

eigenstates of the full Schrb'dinger equation. Second, the

tirne-dependent picture is cumbersome to use in actual

calculations.
     To circumvent the first defect, oppenheimeri3 devised a

sirnpler time dependent formu!ation. !n this rnethod, the initial

and the final states are taken to be eigenstates of different

Hamiltonians. The actual problern is regarded as a combination

of the two others with coupling and the process of field

ionization interpreted as consisting ef transitions between

almost orthogonal states of the same energy. Thusr writing
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      H= HL+HLt=HR+HR' , (ll)
Oppenheimer gives the transition probability per unit time, P,
from the initial NVNo to a continuum of final states Nl)l) by

      p= (-lltllL) :lli:1<•L,IH - HRi o> 2 (Sl(E.p - Eo) , (i2)

where

      HR NI2No=Eo Xi7No t <13)
      HL Vv=Ep Xl•l.;l) . (14)
     Following Duke, we consider the relation between the

transfer-Hamiltonian model and Oppenheimer's formalisrn of

tunneling. The transfer-Hamiltonian modc,1 consists of writing

the Hamiltonian of the system in the forrn

      H= HL+HR+HT• (15)
HL and HR are the Hamiltonians of the two classically allowed

regions of configuration space, and HT is an operator describing

transitions between them. The existence and uniqueness of a

simple form such as eq.(15) for the given Hamiltonian is not

obvious. P is given by

      , . ( 2ii )x <.vj H,p D o>12 {l;ir(E.., - Eo) • (i6)

            fi ))

Duke pointed out that a deeomposition of the form specified by

eq.(l5) can be perforrned only in the sense of writing the

transition probability given by eq.(12) in berrns of the rnatrix

elements of a transition operator, HT , with matrix eiernents

defined by <.}21H[D1O> :--=i <V jH-HLIO>. The

transfer-Hamiltonian rnodel is in current use for the many-body
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description of tunneling, despite the weakness of its
conceptuai foundations. As Feuchtwangi4 pointed out, it

therefore remains an open question whether the formaiism does

provide a reliable procedure for handling tunneling.

     The simplest, and rnost easily utilized, interpretation of

the single-particle tunneling process is the stationary-state
theory of weakiy quantizedi5 (or quasi-stationary) "bound-state

in the continuum". A state whose energy eigen vaiue E is

larger than -Vo is non-degenerate and has a continuous spectrum.

For energy E near Eo == Ve(Z, Z) + eFZ - I, the amplitude of the

wave funetion in the nueleus potential is large compared with

that outside the atom or in the metal. These states are ealled

resonance or virtual states. From the quasi--classicai point of

view, the problem reduces to obtain the transrnission coefficient

of an electron through the }potential barrier. The probability

that electrons tunnel from the atom to the metal is common!y

taken to be

      p= Xl7>Eo(o)/ ptEo(zi) I2• a7)

It often is calculated using the WKB method.
     From the quantum-mechanical point of view, Kemblei5 has

given more rigorious discussion. He decomposed the resonance

states into the incident streams of particies on the barrier

and the corresponding reflected and transrnitted streams. By

physical intuition, Kemble has shown that the wave form of the

waves trapped inside the atom must be nearly constant in time

and the transmission coefficient for the outgoing waves

ineident on the barrier must be at a!1 times very nearly equal

to the transmission coefticient for a train of waves of uniform
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amplitude and energy incident on the barrier. The stationary

state wave function and the transmission coefficient are
                                            l6obtained by the matching wave function method .

     The local or atomic density of states N(E) is defined as

      N(E)- \. <NYNri Y)>.'>12 2})(E-Ei), (is)

where VA is the isolated atomic wave function and summation
is over au eigen states NVXi that are normalized to constant

current in the metal region. The energy distribution of N(E)

reflects the energy uncertainty of the weakly quantized state.

The width of the peaks on the resonance curve aZso gives the
ionization probabiiity by the Heisenberg uncertainty principle15

     Now, the minimum value Zc of Z at which the atom will be

ionized exists as the final state rnust be empty in

Oppenheimer's formalism. In the stationary state model,

critical distance Zc exists because if ion core comes up to 'the

metal beyond the critical distance, the resonance energy of the

ion core potential is below the Fermi-level of the metal and so

it has one electron and ionization does not occur.

1.2.3 Calculations of the Field Ionization Probability

     Reviews of the calculations of field ionization probability
have been given by sharma, Fonash and schrenk7 and by mb'ller and

     2,12         . Some parts of the discussion below follow those ofTsong

them.

     Subsequently to MUIIer's first observation of the field
ionization near a metal surface17, inghram and c:omdr18

initiated the one-dimensional WKB treatment of field ionization

                                                     --in FrM, and some refinements were brought forward by Mu!ler and
       l9Bahadur . The one--dimensional calculation provides many of
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the basic concepts such as the critical distance for ionization.

     The kÅ}netic energies of field ions, that correspond to

acceleration voltage, distribute correspondingly to the

distribution of locations of the origin of the ionization.
Tsong and MUIIer20 observed that the half-width of this energy

distribution of ions (field ion energy distribution) is so

narrow that the zone, in which alrnost all ions are produced

(defined as the ionization zone), is less than O.2 A in width.

The one-dÅ}mensional WKB calculations using square well models

for both the atorn and the metal yieid a half-width of about

       , and the calculatzons with more rigoriousO.4 A
one-dimensional barrier yield that of o.7 A 21. Boudreaux and

      IO         performed the three dimensional calculations of theCutler

ionization probability using the time-dependent perturbation

theory. They took a state, that is given by a plane wave

inside the metal and by an exponentially decreasing function

outside the metal in the absence of the field, for the tinal

state and found the half-width of the ionization zone for an

atomic hydrogen on tungsten to be O.11 A. Their formulation of

field ionization by the time-dependent perturbation theory is

criticized from oppenheimer's points`of view in section 2.l.

There, suitab!e choices of the initial and the final states are

discussed for the total Hamiltonian given by Boudreaux and
CutlerlO.

     Boudreaux and cutler6 also calculated the ionization

probability by the rearrangement-type collision theory, and

obtained the narrow half-width of O.l2 A for atomic hydrogen at
a field of 2.3 v/A. Fonash and schrenk22 investigated, by this

formalisrn, the effects of the Ferrni surface on field ionizationr
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concluding that the anisotropy of the Fermi surface pr( 'uce a
regionai image contrast2'i2. shanin and schrenk23 aiso

investigated, by the rearrangement coilision formalir.m, the

effects of the surface potential periodicity frorn which t,hey

conclude that the point image contrast of a F!M image is shown
to arise. Mti'uer and Tsong12 coneluded that the effects22'23

they ip.vestigated are of secondary importance in explaining the
                                                               7regional and point image contrasts. Sharrna, Fonash and Schrenk

claim that the rearrangement collision formalism does not

suffer from the ambiguity of the transfer Harniltopi-an approach.
However, in the three caiculations6'22'23 by the rearrangement

collision theory, eg.(6) was used, instead of eq.(9). This
approximation may yield nonsensical resultsll.

     In contrast with the previous investigators, we take the

tight--binding Bloch states for the fillal rnetallic states in

section 2.2 and investigate the eon'tributions of the s and d

orbitals to the t.otal field ionization probability by the

Oppenheimer's theory. The regional image contrast

and point image contrast are qualitatively discussed. This

calculation may be regarded as the first attempt to quantify
the extended-orbitai concept of Knor and niller24. The

calculated widths of tihe ionization zone (O.32 ,v O.42 A) are

gualitatively in good agreement with ehe recent experimental
observatÅ}ons by utsumÅ}25 and by Mu'ner and sakurai26.

                                                     4r5     Let us consider the effects of field adsorption                                                        on

field ionization probability. There are a few experimental

observations that a field-adsorbed inert atom increases the
fieid-ion current27-30. Aiferieff and Duke3i have considered

one-dimensional model in which a neutral adsorbate is
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represented by a delta function with its strength given by the

ionization potential (equals to l5 eV). The transmission

probabUities they obtained by the matching wave method with

and without an adsorbate are essentially unchanged. Du]<e and
         32            discussed that negative values of ionizationAlferieff

potenital correspond to pseudopotentials associated with neutral

adsorbates which are repulsive in the delta-potential limit.

Alferieff and Duke were interested in the effects of adsorption

                               33 •on the lower energy Jason peaks ,                                       on the mam peaks of                                   not

the ion energy distribution. The argument above urges us to

reconsider the problern in more detail. The model calculations
                                      31similar to those of Alferieff and Duke                                         are presented in

section 3.i. The potential of a fie!d-adsorbed inert gas atom

is yepresented by a potential well, in the strong potential
inodel32. The effects of the chemisorption or metaluc

adsorption as weli as those of the field adsorption are
investigated. in contrast with the wKB point of viewi2,34,

calculated ionization probabilities often are reduced by the

field adsorption.
                     35                        first pointed out that not the resonance     Nolan and Herman

effects or the transition with the aids of virtual intermediate

states, but exchange effects owing to the overlap with the

adsorbate orbitals constitute the major effect in the

enhancement of the ionization probabUity. Their formalism is

quite sirnilar to eq.(9) where the initial and the final states
are siater determinantai states36. The enhancement factor,

which is the ratio of ionization rates with and without the

adsorbed atom, is evaluated by them. The values seem to be

rather too high such that 3.v5 for helium as the adsorbate,
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3o rv go for neon and lo4 for argon, probably due to the

omission of the field term from the perturbation potential (see

section 3.2). Indeed, in the rnodified calculations, Nolan and
      37         obtained smaZl enhancement factor: 1ltO.4 for heliumHerman

and 2tvlO for neon.

     For the purpose of getting at the truth of the extremely

large enhancernent factor given in the former paper of Nolan
and Herman35, we also calculate the ionization probability when

there are a field adsorbed atom on the apex of the metal atom

in the manner of the many body tunneling. A limited basis

consisting of the isolated orbitals of imaging inert gas atom,
Nl2NHe and of adsorbed atom,NiAAr and plane wave metal states which

exponentially decays outside the metal surface in the presence
of the field, NPk are adapted. !f all the basis states are

orthogonal to each othert the off diagonal terms, which arise

from the presence of the adsorbed atomr are composed of only
exehange integrais, vAkAHe = JNI'NA*(ri) Nl2>k*(r2).e2/ri2. Y)rA(r2)

N:VSHe(rl) d"Cld'C2• We formulate the ionization probability

that it wili contain the terms discussed above in the orthogonal

limit. Thus, the initial and the final states are defined by

properly orthogonalizing the limited basis, and then ionization

probability may be given by the Fermi-Golden rule, regarding

the off-diagonaZ terms as perturbation. Our caZculations Zead

to the considerable reduction of the ionization probability for

helium as the adsorbate, srnall reduction for neon and smail

enhancement for argon. The ratios of the ionization

probabilities, with and without the adsorbed atom are O.06, O.7

and 4.0 for helium, neon and argon, respectively.

I.3 Ion Current Generation
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     The present section will comprise a brief introduction of

the contributions of previous authors, following a survey of
southon38. The first theoreticai caieuiations of ion currents

were formulated in terms of a supply function, S, equal to the

number of gas atoms striking the emitter in unit time, and an

ionization probability, Q, describing the probability that an

irnpinging gas atom will be ionized in passing through the

ionization zone once. The relation between Q and P defined in
seetion i.2 is given by2

      Qv = i- exp [- jZC+dp (z) /v (z) dz] , ag)

                     zc

where d is the depth of the ionization zone and v<Z) is a

radial velocity of a gas atorn. If d << l, we obtain

      Q=1- e-t/Z , (2o)
                               -- 1where t = d/v(Zc) and 1 = P(Zc)                                  and t and 1 are a time

duration of a gas atom and ionization lifetirne respectively.
     Good and M6ner39 first pointed out that s exceeds the

supply function in zero field, Sot due to the polarization

attraction (see appendix I). Correct analytical expressions of

the supply function S are avaUable for ideal tip shapes, such
as the expression for a sphericai tip38, for a cyiindricai

emitter38, and for a hyperboioid shape40. we derive the

expressions of dS/dvn and dS/dvt for a spherical tip in chapter

4 where they are called Nn(vn) and Nt(vt)• The guantities vn

and vt are the velocity components normal and paraUei to the

emitter surface respectively.
     Mtiuer and Bahadur19 have derived an expression for the
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total ion current on the assumptions that a gas atom approaches

the emitter along a surface norrnal, strikes it only once and

rebounds with half the incoming velocity. The expression was

then given by

                                             '
where Qin is the probability of ionization during the inward

journey. The calculated current initially rises steeply with

increasing field as Qin increases, whilst at high fields ion

current depends on the supply function alone since 3Qin is

equal to unity, in general agreement with measurements at room

ternpera ture .

     mi'ller41 pointed out first that an atom win be unable to

escape from the tip region, if the kinetic energy of the atom

after collision with the ernitter is less than the polarization

energy, Ep , and it will eventually make a series of random
                                 42hops before being ionized. Gomer has outlined a theory of

the field-ion current which takes account of this behaviour.
     Gomer42 has considered three regimes relevant to the

field--ionization process. At very low fields, the equilibrium

concentration of gas at the emitter, which exceeds ambient gas

concentration n by the Boltzmann factor exp(Ep/kT), will be

scarcely depleted. Thus, I is expressed, at very low fields

      I f"s nQ exp(Ep/kT) AV , (22)
where AV is the volume of the ionization zone.This expression

will be eonfirmed to exist by our detailed analysis discussed

iater. The ion current rises steeply with increasing fieZd due

to the strong field dependence of Q and the Boltzmann factor.
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The expression (21) derived by Mti'ller and Bahadur19 takes no

account of the latter field dependence. At high fields, when

any gas reaching the emitter is certain to be ionized and

therefore no trapped atoms exist, the field ion current is

simply given by the supply function. At intermediate field
                42                   has shown that the balance of the rates ofstrengths, Gomer

escape by ionization, ki , and by diffusion to the shank of an

emitter, kd , determines the steady state coneentration of gas
at the emitter, N. Later, southon38 pointed out that gas atoms

are prevented from diffusing towards shank by the polarization

potential, but will escape by thermally activated processes.

He also introduced the probabiUty of capturet Pc t that a gas

atom striking an emitter surface is subsequently unabie to

escape to a region of a zero polarization potentiai energy, and

the supply of gas atoms from the shank to the emitting area.
Gomer42, southon38, and Miluer and Tsong2 discussed in detau

                                                      'the tield ionizat.ion processes, estimating the rate constantst

ki and kd on the basis of the assumed somewhat arnbiguous energy

(or velocity) distribution of trapped atoms. We will present,

in chapter 4, a thoroughly dynamical calculation of ion current

by siraulating trajectories of gas atoms, without invoking the

distribution function.
                          40                             introduced somewhat different     Recently, Van Eekelen

distribution function, N(v) : the rate, at which gas atoms

strike a surfacet as a function of velocity component normal to

the surface. He formulated a balance equation for N(v), and

cornputed a nurnber of properties of FTM, such as the field and

the temperature dependence of the total ion current. The

computed results, obtained without having to invoke a "deus
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ex machina", such as an unknown contribution from the shanks,

appear to be in good agreement with the experimental
observations2,l2r38.
                                           '
     We define the rate constants for ionization, ki and for

escape without ionization, ke r as functionals of N(vn), and the

capture probability , Pc , as a functional of Nn(vn). Making use
of the balance equation for N(v) developed by van Eekelen40,

we reformulated the expressions of the total-ion current in

terms of quantities defined above and the supply function. These

formulations enable us to discuss the computed results physically.

Then, we cornpute the field ion current versus other pararneters of
interest, following van Eekelen40, with slight modifications. one

of thern is the extension of the , in a sense, one-dimensional

model to the three-dimensional one, which is accomplished by the

use of the velocity distribution function, Nn(vn). The dependence

of ion current on the tip temperature Ts and the gas temperature

[Dg is extensively investigated. Finally, the effects ot"  field

adsorption on the ion currGnt are investigated. The procedure

reveal that ion current is indeed increased by the field adsorpr-
tion as observed experimentany 29, even if ionization probabiiity

itself were suppressed correspondingly to our theoretical

predictions.

     Finally, we refer to the author's stanspoint, in which

field adsorption is regarded to perturb the field ionization

process above a clean metal surface and not to change it dras-

tiÅëally. Thus, we investigate the mechanism of the ion current

generation above a ciean surface at first and then the effects

of the tield adsorption are investigated as the extended vexsion

of the problem. Fortunately, the procedure is revealed to be a

suitable one.
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                         CHAPTER 2

     F!ELD IONIZATrON ABOVE CLEAN b4ETAL SURFACE
                                                  '
     It is important to calculate the field ionization probabili-

ty when there is no adsorbate on the metal surface, because the

procedure may give the fundarnental step to understand the field

ionization process when there are adsorbate of various species

between the ionizable gas atoin and the metal surface. Moreover,

field ionization on the clean rnetal surface actually takes place,

for example on the (llO) plane of tungsten under the usual
experimental condition of Fml and over all planes at high tip

temperatures.

     In this chapter we present two calculations of ionization

probability on the basis of Oppenheimer's approximation. In the

first calculation how to choose the initial and the final states

on this approximation is shown assuming the metallic wave
function as pzane waves2. The tight-binding Bloch wave funetion

is used as a metallic state in the second calculation.

     The usual time dependent perturbation theory is a description

of a transition' between orthogonal states which are eigen-states

of the same HamiitOnian. In the treatment of the field ioniza--

tion process by this method, one must make certain of the ortho-

gonality between the initial and the final states or define thern

which describe the eiectron transfer process reasonably. Thenr

the transition probability is caiculated by the Fermi Goiden

ruZe, regarding off-diagonal parts of the total Hamiltonian as
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a perturbation. It will be shown in section 2.l that a lack

of the orthogonality between the initial and the final states

leads to a nonsensical results.

2.1 :onization Probability Calculations Using Plane Waves as

   Metallic States

2.1.l Forrnulation
      Nrst, we fouow oppenheimer's forrnalism3. oppenheimer

has presented the approximate method of describing the time

dependence of the wave function IV> under the total Hamiltonian

 Ht which is given as

             Ht =H+ Ho+Hl• (1)
He expanded iYi>/ as

 lyr>= lo> exp (-2 7t iyot) + J c (y' t) ty '> exp (- 2'z iv' t) dv' , (2)

where

             (H+Ho -• Eo) 10> =O, (3)

             (H+Hl nt Ey) 1)2>=Or (4)

                    Ey"hY, (5)
and we change the original expression exp(2niYt) to exp(-2niYt)

Then we obtain

   -liltit Wt (l3t) = <}2 lHl(t)lo>+ ,S"c (v,t)<ylHo(t)lv,> dvf, <6)

where

                            -18-
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  Hl(t) = exp[2 7(i(H + Hl)t/h]Hl exp[-27[i(H + Ho)t/hl, (7)

  Ho(t) = exp[27(i(H + Hl)t/h]Ho exp[-2 T(i(H + Hl)t/h], (8)

Zntegrating and iterating eq. <6), we obtaÅ}n

            c (yt) = <Yl 'li (t, o) lo> , (g)

"tr (t, ti) - --i 2,-" S,'H,,<r)dT + .gC .'O
.<-. asl.t)n S;d,"Åí' ,T, . ..Slli,",'ÅÄ

                        Å~ Ho(-Cl)Ho(r2) s s s Hl('( .) . (10)

we can get the usuai time evoiution operator u (t, t')4 in the

time dependent perturbation theory by changing Hl(t) to Ho(t) in

eq. (10).

2.l.2 Field Xonization Probability in FXM

     The total Hamiltonian of the system which consists of an

atom (e.g., hydrogen) near the metal surface under high eleciric

field is given by

               Ht"H+ Ho + Hl

                  =T+ V(r) , (l l)
where T iB the kinetic energy and V(r) is given by (1-ZOb), the

expression of which i$ given first by Boudreaux and Cutlar5 .

     Oppenheimer has shown that the transition matrix eiement to

the second ordex is

            Mt <}7oiMl+M2 IO> , (12)
where

                           -l9--
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                Ml =Hlr (13)
                M2 ' [l/h (Yo ' S7)] HoHl , (l4)

                Vo=Eo/ht (l5)
and <VlHo1Yo> <OIHIlY> has a maxirnum for )7 = V.

     There is some choice of H, Ho and Hz for tlie total

Hamiitonian H . We discuss the three cases shown in Table l.             t
The schematic diagra!n of the potentid and the wave function for

the final state of the cases l and 2, and of the case 3 in

[rable 1, are shown in Fig.,la and Fig.lb, respectively.

     The eÅ}genfunction of the initiai state 1O> is the hydrogen
ls wave function uo in caSe l and Nouou + (F/o (z-z)]6 in cases

2 and 3r where No is the normalization constant, F Å}s the field

strength and I is the ionization energy of the atom. The

eigenfunction ofi the fina! state IY> in the classically

forbidden megion is approximated by

              IV> =Nf exp[-k(>i), z)], (16)

 where for cases i and 2 :

     k(V, z) = Si(2m/h2)("-Es2 + eFz' +v. )]l/2 dz, (l7)

and for case 3 :

     k(Y, z) = Jl,ts[(2m/?!2)('-Ev +v. )]1/2 dz' (ls)

Nf is the normalization constant and Ey is measured frorn the

vacuum level. Eqs.(l6 ), (l7 ) and (l8 ) are obtained on the

basis of a WKB approximation. Moreoverr in the calculation of
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the matrix elements below, Ve(r,R) in eqs.(l7) and (18 ') is

neglected and specifically k(v, z) of eq.(18 ) becomes

                k(V, z) =k(V)z , (19)
                k(y) = (-2mEy/ri2) i/2 . (2o)

     The favorable choice of the initial state and the final

state may be deduced by comparison of the ratio R of th•e second

order matrix eiement <17oIM21O> to the first order rndir-ix

element <Yo1Ml1O> with each other case :

                  <Yo lHoHi/h (Yo - 5)) 1o>
                                                             (21)             R=                       <Vo lHil O j> '

The ratio <>iPo1HoHl1O>/<VoIHII O> is calculated for each case

and shown in Table 1, where F= 2.3 V/A, Z= l3.6 eV and the

Fermi energy of the metal is 4.5 eV. The energy hV may be

estimated to be such an energy that an electron of the metal of

this energy can arrive at the hydrogen atom without exponential

decay. In case 3, H + Hl has no field term and h(Y - )2o) is

around the Fermi energy of the metal plus potential energy Ve-mr

about 5.5 eV. rn cases l or 2, H + Hl has a field term eFz, and

h(S) - }!}o) may be greater than the ionization energy of l3.6 eV.

     As Hl contains a tield term in case l, h(S> -- >iJo) in case l

rnay be greater than that in case 2.

     The most favorable case rnay be case i from the convergence

discussed above and because in this case we can use the exact

eigenfunction for the initial state.

. Nowt the transition matrix element on the basis of

Oppenheirner's approximation to the first order is given by
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             M=<Vo V. +eFZe(Z) O> r (22)

where the final state IYo> is defined by eqs.(16 ) and (z7).

The expression (22) is quite sindlar to the one found from the
tirne dependent perturbation theory5 in which instead of eqs.(l6)

and (l7), eqs.(l6) and <18) or the final state of case 3 are

used for IYo>. Tt must be noticed that M is a function of the

separation distance R between the atom and the metal not only

because of the dependence of the integral (22) on the position

of the atom, but also because of the dependence of the final

wave function 1}2o> on the position of the atom.

     The transition matrix element calculations by the two

methods are compared in Fig.2• The niatrix element by the time

dependent perturbation theory does not decrease as the distance

of the hydrogen atom from the surface increases, since Ey and

the exponential decay constant k(V) in tiq.(20) decrease as the

separation of the hydrogen atom and the metal becomes large by

the condition IEyI = IMI - eFR, which is necessitated by the

energy consexvation of the initial and the final state. Ev or

k(V) do not depend on the position of the electron but depend on

the position of the nucleus of the gas atom.

     The defeets of the time dependent perturbation theoxy on

the basis of non-orehogonai eigenstates or arnbiguous choice oE
                        6,7the transfer Harniltonian                             rnay be reduced by using the

formalisrn on the basis of Oppenheimer's app=oximation.

2.2 Detaiied Calculation of the Ionization Probability Using
                                                8   Tight-Binding Bloch States as'Metallic States

2.2.l Introduction

     The advanced quantum mechanical treatments of field
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ionization proeesses of FZM must explain experirnental results that

an image of FrM shows directiy an atomic structure of a metal

surface as many spots, each of which corresponds to each an
individual atom of the metal surface. Knor and M'u'11er9 have

presented the qualitative interpretation of field ion images as

projections of regions where the fully occupied orbitals of

inert gas atorns can eas"y overlap with the partially occupied

single or hybridized orbitals of surface metal atoms.
                         5,6                               have presented two different     Boudreaux and Cutler

approaches to the problem of the narrow field ionization zone,

using the rearrangement collision theory and the time dependent

perturbation theory. They claimed that their three dimensional

analysis gave extremely narrow half widths of ion energy

distribution of O.11 A and O.l2 A in quaiitative agreement with

the experiments by Tsong and MU'llerlO. Recent experiments,

however, show wider half widths as will be discussed in detail

in Section 2.3. The final state of the tunneling electron was

assumed to be a plane wave state in a metal in their work.
                                Jl                                   showed that the non-uniforra     To date, Sharma and Schrenk

ionization probability at the critical distance is not the

result of field fluctuations, but is the result of the

distortion of the tail of the plane wave outside the surface by

a periodic surface potential.

     'Dhe high resolution of an atornic scale in the FrM irnage

suggests that the configuration of electrons on rnetal surface

are very similar to those of the atoms in the bulk rnetal as Knor
           9and Mti'11er noticed. AZso, in consideration of the band

structure of a transition rnetal, it is important to consider the

tight-binding d-band electronic state in addition to the free
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s--like band electronic state to construct a model of electronic
                                 l2configuration of the metal surface .

     In this chapter, the field ionization probability is

calculated by the method discussed in Section 2.l assuming the

metallic state as the tight-binding Bloch wave function. !t is

examined whether the ionization probability shows the atornic

resolution of the (OOI) crystallographic plane for example or

not and how the s-state and d-state contribute to the total

ionization probability.

2.2.2 [Vheoretical Discussion

     An electron localized at a hydrogen atom is assumed to be

characterized by a hydrogen 1-s state wave function :

             Uo=No exp(-r'/ao) (23)
The coordinate system is shown in Fig.3. The metal surface is

considered as a plane where the electron gas has decayed to some

appropriate value of its density in the bulk and lying 2 A

above the lattice plane determined by the ion cores. For

simplicity only the case that the vector R lies on the XZ plane

is considered.

     Let M jk represent ak state of the j-th energy band in

the metal. For example, j is 1, 2, ... for Alr A2, ..• on
the Aaxisl? liE-jk is assumed to be given by the linear

combination of the atomic type wave function :

       llEjk= v{i= X,.Bnjk Åën(t-RR) exp (iR'eq) ' (24)

where the sum is over all N lattice sites of the metal and
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(l>n(r) is the atornic wave function of the inetal atom. For

special k vector as symmetry (OOI) dirc-ction ( Aaxis), Bnjk is

zero except for j= A2',n == 5dxy; ]' = As, n= 5dzx and 5dyz;

j= Al, n= 6s or n= 5dz2 and j -- A2, n= 5dx2-y2. When the

atom comes near enough to the metal surface, the electron

experienees perturbations due to F+Ve(r,R) which can

induce a transition of the electron from the atomic state Uo

into the metal state SIEjk•

     The probabUity of such a transition per unit time is given

by

    p(R)- -{lwTC •iit:lii-7(. i3g. ,.I[ <{IEjklvl uo>l2 i-vtiS.Ids , (2s)

where E is the energy of the IEjk state measured from the bottom

of the band,-QÅ}s the volume of the metal, and v(z) is the

interaction potentiai given by5

 v(z) =- 2i [i - exp(-'7Nz)] + e.2i (i -- 2z + izi) + eFz, z>.-o (26a)

      = "Vo {1 +-}- [l - exp(X z)] cos (kz + 6 )} , z <o (26b)

where ri is the distance between an electron oti the hydrogen and

an image of the hydrogen ion, A is the dipole length of the

polarized hydrogen atom, and vo is the energy of the vacuurn

measured frorn the bottom of the band. Values of the Eive
pararneters in eq. (26b) are ehosen as follows5 : k = lo.o A-i,

7X= l.24 A-1, 6= O.085 and A= O.44 A for Vo = 10.0 eV. The

second term in eq.(26b) represents the interaction potential
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energy of the electron with the image of the ion in the metal.

     The surEace integral (25) is performed on the egui-energy

surface of

               E=vo-[I -• v(z)], (27)
where I is the ionization energy of the hydrogen atorn. By the

Pauli principle, P(R) = O for Z<Zc, where the critical distance

Zc is determined by introducing the Fermi energy to E in eq.(27).

     Of the atontc wave functions in the sum of eq.(24), only

the 6s, 5dz2 and 5dzx orbitals are considered, as they stick out

from the surface. Some j state may be constructed mainly by the

6s or 5d atornic wave function and the so-called s-like band or

d-like band.
     Now the atornic wave function (l)n is assumed to be a slater

        l4function as follows :

   (l)(•6s) =Nsr3 exp(-ssr) ,                                                           (28a)

 Åë(sdz2) = Ndrnd*' i exp(--sdr) :i{ltil•[3(z - d)2- r2] tli7t , (2sb)

 (P(sdzx) =Ndrnd*-iexp<-sdr) Stk,5 x(z-d):l:rt , (2sc)

where d is the Z coordinate of the metal ion core and taken as
                                                      -1                                       -- l-2 A. Frorn the Slater rule, Ss = l.55 A , Sd = 2.34 A                                                         and

nd = 4.2 for tungsten. For sirnplicity, nd = 4 is used.

Consider the integral

 <lil2jk Vl Uo>= vsriifi-'Xinjk<(I)n(r - Rc ) v uo(R)> exp(ii? ' ilt)

                     c, lt

               =<711is=XnjkLn(fl, rtL) exp(iit''R"t) , (2g)

                     C,n
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where
         L.("R, "RL)= <Åë.(r-RL) IV)Uo> ' (30)

Since the hydrogen wave function Uo decreases exponentially as
                                                        A -5exp(-r/ao), it is enough to consider only the integrals Ln(R, RL)

     "where Rc varies among the surface lattice points. The origin of

A.RL is chosen to be the nearest surface atom core to the hydrogen

atorn and the integral In is defined as

                   A -S                !n(R) =' Ln(Rr O)' (31)
so,

               A" -)b -5            Ln (R, Rt) = In (R - Rt)t (3 2)

  <IEjkl"1 Uo>= Åëlk=ZB.jki.(ft -rtL) exp(i"k'fit) • (33)

                     t,n
                    "Now, the integral !n(R) is to be calculated.

2.2.3 Evaluation and Results

     Now we have

      u6s) = SN.r3 exp(-s.r)v(z)No exp(-" -li6') dT r (34a)

    i(sdz2) = S Ndr3 exp(-sdr) 4JN't iir'g'T-t [3(z - d)2 - r2] l2

                              xv(z)No exp(--ILL')dL , (34b)
                                            ao

    i( sdzx) = S Ndr3 exp (-sdr) -gCiilll} x(z - d) "t

                              x V(Z)No exp(- -!-L') dZ . (34e)
                                            ao
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The three-fold integral was carried out on an NEAC 700 to an
                                      3accuracy of no less than one part in IO . The integration (34)

can be carried out analytically when we use V == eFZ and d =O A.

The nature of the function !n(R) obtained analytically under the

above special conditions, is quite similar to that obtained by

the numerical integration of eq.(34). This shows that the field

term rnay be dondnant in the interaction potential and that the

numerical calculation of eq.(34) may be accurate.
     The values of i2(6s) (x = y = o, z == zc)r i2(sdz2)

(x = y= o, z= zc) and r2(sdzx) (x = l.7, y= o, z == zc) are

sensitive to the choice of Ss and Sd (see Fig.4). The parameter

S is a rneasure of how tightly bound the electron is with srnaller

S implying less tightly bound electrons. The radius rm where

the wave function of the metal atom has its maximum value is
  *(n - l)/S. For Ss and Sd from the Slater rule, rm is 1.9 A and
1.3 A, respectively. The more expanded wave function (I)(6s) at

the metal surface may suffer from the electric field penetration.

The hydrogen atom separated about 5.5 A from the metal ion core

sees the "6s" wave function as the compressed sphere in the

normal direction of the surface. So, it may be reasonable to

use the "6s" wave function of the Ss values which are larger than
ss from slater's rule in the calculation of I2(6s) (z = zc) and

its z dependence. On the other hand, in the calculation of the
x dependence of z2(R)(6s), the 6s wave function of ss equal to

1.55 A-l may be used. The result (Fig.4) shows that for values

of Ss of about 2.0 A-1 and sd from the Slater ruie,

r2 (6s)."Nv.r2(5dz2) and both the s-band and the d--band contribution

to the ionization process must be considered.

    The strong dependence of the value of the transition matrix
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element on the expansion of the wave function is in good

agreement with the experimental result of FZM images of SiC by
              15                . The images show that Si atoms (rm 3p== l.06 A)J. Kudo et al.

are rnuÅëh brighter than carbon atoms (rm 2p-- O.66 A) such as the

second layer edge Si atoms constitute the image contrast of

(111) plane of SiC where the top iayer is constructed by carbon

atorns.

                               2<"R) at the critical distance is     Now, the X dependence of !                              n
shown in Fig.5. Let Axn represent the half width of In2

(Xt Y = O, Z = Zc). As (l)(5dz2) has a big lobe extending in the

Z-direction, Ax(5dz2) is smaller than Ax(6s):

      AX(5dz2) =1.5 A, Ax(6s) =2a A. (3s)
on the other hand, z2(sdzx) has a maximurn at x = l.7 A.

                    2     The value of !n (X, Y = Ot Z) decreases slowly from the

value of Z = Zc as Z increases by a nearly equal rate for some
x values. The half widths of i2(sdz2), i2(sdzx) and r2(6s) are

O.32 A, O.30 A and O.42 A, respectively (see Fig.6).
     Now, eonsider the ionization probability p(il)

 peR) - 2.,i,[ -?ll,}II,,.i),g. !.)<<Il. jkv uo> 2 tvi,d ds

      = viLis 2.hTt :tiillls"7L s)3;, !. IIil,llt Bnjkin(ii- FL)expai?'Rt) 2tviiEtds

                                                            (36)
            "To obtain P(R) itself, the knowledge of B                                            and the k-E relation                                        njk
is necessary for each j state. The energy band calculation of

body--centered cubic tungsten by the non-brelativistic augmented
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                                               16plane wave method has been reported by Mattheiss . The
                "calculation of P(R) by using the results of Mattheiss is not

performed in this paper because of its complexity.
     Knor and "4Uuer9 have assurned that the atomic orbitals

directing the nearest neighbor atorns are dominant in the

ionization process. In bcc tungsten, these orbitals are 5dzx

and 5dyz for the plane which is being discussed. From the

calculated energy band structure by Mattheiss, there is no

evidence that only these atomic orbitals are dominant in the

sum of the atomic orbitals XnBnjkr or in the surface integration

process.

     So, the contribution of all atomic orbitals to the
                        Aionization probabUity P(R) must be considered. To see how

P(R) depends on the position vector Rr a calculation is
                                              ...)Lperformed for the very simple case. At first, R varies under

the condition that Z is constant (Z = Zc). The assumption is

that the j state has only one type of atomic orbital and the

total ionization probability is the sum of each non-interacting

band, called 6s, 5dz2, etc. Then,

p("R')=
tg: 2.riit -(;ilTitlz)3III,l!11X,,in(rt '-RL)exp(ii?'-iit)12{viEidsr (37)

  >ll!.("R 'FL)exp(ii'RL) 2= \In2(F '- Rt) '2itluln(rt'rtL)

                '                                  -nN " -nN =s -s                             X In<R - Ru)COS[k e (RL '- Rv)]• (38)

The summation is over the second nearest neighbor lattice site
in the surface, as rn2(R)<<in2(o) for large IRI;
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 .Sh \in(F-'RL) exp(ii?'ilo 2 Teikli;i-E ds

   = Nn (E) [ \!n2 (rt - -ftL) ' 2 ;,li.A t- c, !n (IR " 'ilc ) :n (rt "il t, )] ' (3g)

where
                    Nn(E) != StviEt dSr (3ga)

and

         At- tr i!E II, cos[i?' ('itL - iSt,)] ittEt (S lvdkSEt )-i • (39b)

In general, IAL-L,(<<l, as the integrands cancel each other in

                                     "the surface integration. So, finally P(R) is approximated by

     p('R") " 2-?ir[ Nl (;g}i'T3 llllll Nn(E) \in2(it--ilt) • (40)

For each atomic orbitai, Zti2(il -'iet) is shown as a function of

X (see Fig.7). From the result, in this simple case it depends

on the relative magnitude of Nn(E) whether the ionization

probability has a rnaximum at the point immediately above the

atoms or between the atoms.
                                        A    Next, consider the Z dependence of P(R) for the sirnple case
                                      2mentioned above. The Z dependence of I                                       (R) has nearly the same                                     n
                                                  Ahalf width for sorne Å~ values. The Z dependence of P(R) is
obtained multiplying that of Nn(F) by that of !n2(IR). The

energy E depends on R by eq.(27). From the calculated result of

the energy band by Mattheiss, Nn(E) is not expected to make the
               ..nNhalf width of P(R) as narrow as O.2 A (see Section 2.3).

2.2.4 Summary
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     !n the case of ionization from the (OOI) plane of tungsten,

the interaction of metallic 6s, 5dz2, 5dzx and 5dyz orbitals

                               .with the hydrogen gas atorn are -mportant.

     The overlap integrals of the 5dz2 and 6s orbitals with the

hydrogen wave function have a maximum immediately above the

surface atorns and those of 5dzx and 5dyz have a rnaximum at the

intermediate regionof the surface atoms. !t depends on the

relative magnitude of these contributions to the ionization

probability, whether the total ionization probability has a

maximum immediately above the atoms, or intermediate of the atoms.

The point image contrast may arise from field adsorption of

imaging gases, as will be discussed in the later Sections.
                                                    2                                                     (R) from     In this treatmentr the change of the value of I                                                   n
plane to plane, caused by the directional change of the atomic
orbÅ}tals Åën(r) or by considering another atonic orbital, e.g.,

5dx2 - y2 and 5dxy, is one cause of the dependence of the
                        Aionization probability P(R) from plane to plane.

2.3 Ion Energy Distribution of Field Ionized Gas Atoms

     The experirnental and theoretical results of the half-widths

of Å}on energy distribution are summarized in Table 2. Recent
                             ,l7 . ,18                                and Muller and Sakuraxexperimental studies by Utsumi                                                         show

that the half widths of the ion energy distribution are not so

extremely narrow as Boudreaux and Cutler obtained
              5r6                  . The calculated va!ues of ours are in goodtheoretically

agreement with the recent experimental results.
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Summaryof Half-width

Table 2-2

of the Ion Energy Distribution

Half-width Method,site Reference

o

o

o

o

o

o

.

I

.

.

.

.

. 2A

67A(2eV)

.oev
26A
48A
42A
29A

Experiment

  D2 on (Oll) w

  Above protruding atorn
 He on (llO) W
 zone decoration
    on (121) W
 H on (110) W

Tsong & Muller

   Sakurai

  Utsumi

(10)

 (l)

(l7)

 O.4A

 O.7A

 O.IIA

 O.12A

 O.38A

 O.38A

o.32•-o.
  O.7ev

42A

Theory WKB
  WKB

  Tirne dependent
   perturbation theory

  Rearrangement collision
   Theory

  Matching wave function
   method

  Oppenheimer's method

   Tight-binding wave
    metal state

Tsong & Muller (IO)

Boudreaux
  (Ph. D. thesis)
Boudreaux &                (5)   Cutler

Boudreaux &              (6)
   Cutler

 present work
(section 3.1)

               'rwasaki &               (2)   Nakamura

rwasaki &               (8)   Nakamura
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                        CHAPTER 3

      FIELD IONIZATZON PROBABILITY ABOVE ADSORBED SURFACE

      To interpret the images of FrM , it is very important to

understand how the images are formed when there are metallic or

chemisorbed atoms such as Ir and Mo or 02 and H2 on a metal

surface. Moreover, recent atom-probe experiments by Muller et. al.

definitely established the field adsorption of imaging gas atoms
such as He, Ne and Ar even above l50Kl. This apex-adsorbed atom

may have a signifieant effect on the field ionization process.

So, the general theory of the field ionization process must take

account of this effects.

      rn section 3.l, field ionization probabUity on the

adsorbed surface is investigated in general, by calculating the

transmission coefficient of an electron by matching wave

functions in one dimension.

      Section 3.2 is devoted for the more detailed calculation of

the ionization probab"ity when there are field adsorbed inert

gas atoms on the metal surface.
                                            '      A simple square--well potentialt which is parameterized by

its depth and the value of its lowest energy bound state, is

employed to represent the adsorbate potential, as the low-energy

scattering of electrons frorn finite-range potentials is insensi-

tive to the details of the potential , in section 3.l. The valid-

ity and difficalties of a one-dimensional potential model have
been extensively discussed by Duke and Alferieff2.

      A detailed introduction to the problems studied in section

3.2 will be given at the biggining of that section.
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     3.l One Dimensional Model Calculations of the

                Transmission Coefficient

    Alferieff'and Duke3 has presented the calculation of the

ionization probability when there is an adsorbate by deriving

the one dimensional transmission coefticient for an electron.

Their interest was, however, in the effects of 'the adsorbate

represented by the delta potential, not on the main peak of

the ion energy distribution but in the lower energy Jason
     4
peaks .
     Here we study the change of the ionization probability at

the main peak due to the adsorption represented by the potential

well as shown schematicaily in fig. i. Transmission coefficients

for an electron are calculated by matching the wave

function in each region to construct the state which behaves as
the propagating wave into the metal in the metai region2r5 . The

wave functionis expressed in each region Ri (see fig. 1) as

follows.

     exp(--ikix)+ Clexp(iklx), (Rl) (1)
     c2t17 Jt(g5ayl )+c3r37 gii( iJay" ), (R2) (2)

     C4exp(-ik3x)+Csexp(ik3x), (R3) (3)
     c6"y Ji(grdyg )+c7Jy J-k(grayl), (R4) (4)

     Csexp(-iksx), (Rs) (5)
where

    o<= •- (h 2F 2/2rn) '- 1, <7)
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      ki= 2rn(E-Vi)/h, (8)

and J+d!. are Bessel functions of the indicated order, F/nel is
     •- a
the field-strength, E is the energy of an tunneling electron

measured from the vacume level when field is zero, I is the

ionizatÅ}on energy of the gas atom and Z is the distance of it

frorn the metal surface. The matching condisions bring up the
simultaneous linear equations for ci.ISkjcsl2 gives the transrnission

coefficient for an electron.

     Ion energy distribution of helium and hydrogen on clean

tunr•sten calculated by this method is shown in figs. 2a and b

respectively. The relative va!ues of the transmission coefficient

when there is an adsorbate to that when surface is ciean are

summarized in table 1 for various depth Vi, width W and position

d of the potential well that represents the adsorbate. W is given

by,
                         1/2           -1             (BI/(Vl-BI))                            /k3, (10)      W--tan

where BI is the ionization energy of an adsorbate. The ratios as

a function of ion energy E are depicted in fig. 3.

     The results are surnrnarized as follows.

     First, it is shown that the ionization probability is

enhanced by the adsorption of small depth and wide width

potential well "atom". So, it may be suggested that by the
adsorption of atoms with small ionization potential such as
alkali atoms and atoms whoes electron affinity are large,
bright spots are forrned in the FID4 irnage.
     It rnust be noticed, however, that this enhancement does not

show the resonance in the ion energy distribution as fig. 3 in
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                                            2contrast with the case of the fieid emission . This is due to

the fact tha't in FIM the "size resonance" of the transmission

coefficient where E equals BIr can occur but the "symmetry
resonance" of it due to the symrnetry of the barrier2 can not by

the following reasons. The distance between the adso.Lbate and

the ionizable gas atom is larger than that between the adsorbate

and the metal surface as the gas atorn must be separated Åírom

the meta]. than the critical dis-tance (see fig.1. A gas atorn

has one electron when its ground state energy E is smalZer than

the Fermi energy of the metai.). Moreoverr the ionization

potential of the gas atom is much greater than the work funetion

of the metal.

     so, one should not expect that the enhancement of the

ionization probability by the adsorption necessarily add a peak

or shoulder in the ion energy distribution. This speculation is

conszstent wzth a recent paper by Sakurai et aX. . They have

shown that a field--adsorbed hydrogen prornote field ionization

with neither a shift in the peak nor a broadening of the width

of the energy distribution of helium ions.

     Next, it is shown that the ionization probability is

sornetimes reduced by the adsorptiion of an atom represented by

the deep depiJ:h and narrow width potential well <see table 1 and
fz' g.3). This potential welZ may be associated wSth the inert

gas in the point of view of the strong pseudopotential mode12.

 Duke and Alferieff 2 have investigated the influence of the

 shape of the potential on the transmission coefficieht by

 computing it for potentials with a fixed Br and well depehs Vl=
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                    Table 3-1
Enhancement factor of the ionization probability

peak for helium on tungsten. The position of the

well d is chosen to• be 1.0A.

at the main

potential

vlÅ~ Bi(ev) 5.0 15.0 25.0

BI x 2.5

x5

Å~ 7.5

xlO

xl2.5

 5.55
(O.48) *

 l.99
(O.20)

 l.47
(O.I3)

 1.27
<O.09)

 l.17
(O.07)

2.I6
(O.28)

1.07
(O.l2)

 O.89
(O.07)

 O.82
(O.05)

 O.78
(O.04)

 l.24
(O.22)

O.75
(O.09)

 O.66
(O.06)

 O.62
(O.04)

 O.60
(O.03)

"' fthe ncanber in

  pot,ential well

Lhe

W

 parentheses indicate the

i.n A units.

width of the
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2BI, 5BI, IOBZ and 100BI. They pointed out that the increasing

of the transntssion coefficient in the strong-pseudopotential

model of neutral adsorbates for small Vl ( or for large W) may

by reinterpreted as an increase in the transmissivity of the

barrier because a wider " hole " has been cut out of the barrier.

Therefore, we may conclude that the possibility of a reduction

in the transmission coefficient by neutral adsorbates is a

general feauture of the model, omitting the result for BI=25.0eV

and Vl=2.5 Bl in table l.

      This is the result of the exact calculation of

the one-dimensional problem of the transmission probability
                             'and does not result from the WKB treatments of it. This result
                                        2is similar to that of the tield ernission . Narnely, only the

exact calculation agreed to the fact that by tiie adsorption oE

nitrogen on tungsten, the emission current is reduced. So, one

should not expect the increase of the ionization probabil";y
from the point of view of the wKB approximation as Tsong7 did.

     This reduction of the ionization probability is consistent

with the more detailed study of the field adsorption effects on
                                8r9the field ionization probability . The experimental

obser'vation that ion current is increased by the field
           IO              may be explained by both the increase of theadsorption

capture probability for incident supply and the decrease of the

escape probability for trapped particles by the field

adsorption discussed in later chapters.
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3 . 2 Thrc ee D in en s. ional Ca lculation of the Fie ld Ad sorption fiS, fE ects

   on the Field !onization Probability

3.2.1 Introduction -
                       '     Tsong and Mtuierii'i2have shown that the nobie gas atom

adsorbec. at the iipex of the individual surfaee atom of the field

ion microscope (FIM) tip by the field--induced dipole-dipole

interaction, after the experimental establishment of the field
                    l3                       . A few experiments have shown that theseadsorption by MU'ller
field adsorbed noble atorns increase the field ion currentÅ}Otl4-16.

     We develop here the theory of the effects of the field
                                         8adsorption on the ionization probability in detail as the

field adsorption takes place under normal conditions.

     Many body effects of electrons such as the exchange and the

correlation effects may piay an important ro!e on the process as

a tunneling eiectron passes through the elosed-shell systems of

a tield adsorbed inert gas atom and so they must be properly

ineluded in the theory.

     Recently Nolan and Herman have reported that the

time--dependent perturbation calculation which inciudes exehange

effects between the adsorbate electronic orbitals and the

ionizable He atomic orbitals shows the enhancement of the

ionization rate of the He gas atorns by a factor of 3 to 5 for
heliurn as the adsorbate, 3o to go for neon and lo4 for argon17.

In their treatment, the interaction potential does not contain the

field term as the atomic state of the irnaging gas atom in the

initial state and the metallic states in the final states are

assumed to be those in the presence of the tield` HQweveft the

actual wave function of the gas atorn used in the calculaeSon is
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that for no field. As a result the field term is neglected

in the interaction potential to which ionization rate is very

sensitive. This decomposition of the total Hamiltonian may be

regarded as that of case 1 in section 2.1 and on the other ]r. nd,

the perturbal:ion potential H' which they used is composed of

Only Ve(r,R)r instead of Ve(r,R) + eFz. Probably, the rather

high enhancement facto.r may be due to the perturbation potential

which is largest in the region between the adsorbed atom and the

metal because it does not contain uniform-field-type terrrts. Tndeed

in the later modified calculations Nolan and Herman used the dis-

torted electronic wave function of gas atom by the field and
obtained srnall enhanc'enent factor for He (1-O.4) and Ne (2-lo)9.

:n this case, their choise of the initial and the final states

may be regarded as that of case 2 in table l of chapter 2.

       We start by orthogonalizing the limited basis. On the

basis of these new defined orthonormal set, the expression of the

ionization probability is derived which include not only the

similar terin discussed by Nolan and Herman i. e. the product of

the overlap integral and one body hopping matrix elementst but

also those terms which represents the trangition of an electron

by eoulornb interaction.

3.2.2 Theoretical Considerations

       The systems of the heZiurn gas imaging a tungsten tip with

helium, neon and argon as the adsorbate are considered. A limited

basis consisting of the isolated self-consistent He-atom orbitals

denoted by()Het the isolated self-consistent adsorbed-atom
orbitals q)A and the self--consistent eigenstates (l>k of the

semi-infinite rnetal under the electric field and under thee
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presence of the ion core of the gas atoin will be adopted.
    Now let us introduce a new orthogonal set {VA} made by

nonorthogonal set {(PA}and define creation and destruction

operators CM+and CM for every spin orbitals VJA.

    Then the HarnUtonian operator for the system is written
  l8
as

    H= 31siid Cr if+ VrsCsd+ -li-t/i.liK rtijkt c"cj+ckct , (ii)

     -"hv•where Vrs is matrix elements of the one body operator Ho of the
system in the NVXrepresentation and

   '{}'il•jkt =S Y;.*(ri)iltj*(r2) -fiillT,'97>k(r2) N)?"it'(ri)dridz2• a2•)

     For the system discussion Ho is

    Ho = P2/2m + vrn(r) + vHe(r) + VA(r) + eFZ , (13)

         vm(r)=tilieigltaiKtZ..eRms, a3a)

                       2                    -2e             (r)=------- , (13a)         v          He                  tr "' RHel

               =S,e         VA (r) . (i 3b)                  lr pt RA                          1

where the coordinate system is shown in Fig. 4 and Zm and ZA is

the atomic number of the metal atom and adsorbate respectively

and the last term represents the effects of the uniforrn tield.
     we can obtain another expression of EiL8 where the operators

                                         'br+ and br create and destroy electrons in the basis state tpr

as
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       H.=,Z, RiZ:sVstNtubuc+Lill,X. }'sel.ib:' 5iitilirirT)(js Vrstu (ui (tm)bibm'

                                                          (l4)

                                           !where e,,k•h ,.La'tr.i.x element Vst and Vrstu i$ Cii> represen-vation aiid

A)]>(t js iiav.ierse matrix of overlap :natrix of basis set fgbx} .

     nihe tÅéansition probal}Uity beU'Jeen IEi=bH+e,t.bHe+"T[btAXbk+,IV>

anq il!f=bk+"bHei"IEbXrLbk+,jv> may be caicuiated by using

H e:t:pressed in eq.(14). Although thG initia]. and the final state

is defined straightforwardly, it may be too complicated to

calcala"Le the transition probabUi'cy between the states defined

aboNie, bc.caub-e thc expressions of Vne rnatrix elements are

con.xLLLcated and the usual Fermi-Golden rule can no"u be used as
   -
brÅÄ tmcl ;)r cloes no'L' obey the usual Ferrnion anti-commutation

xulc:s.

     [L"o avoid the diffLculty discussed above, we can use the

e:•:p:ression oL= Hamiltonian shown in eq•(11). 'VTae calcu)ation oi the

tra;•Lsi.:-ion L)robabUity may be straicJhtforward on the basis oi' the

Hann'IL'onian exv.oressed in eq. (ll)but we rnust take care in the

deEinitibn oe the new basis set fNh3, the initial and -the fsnal

stabe,s, chat they describe weU the physi.cal process that an

electron trptnsits from the He gas atom to the metal.
     Aftc•-c the definition of {NY!:)",}, the total Hamiltonian,of the

   '                            '                                                           'syston,i'L'tcty be devided into the diagonai paxt Hd and the

off-cliagonal part Hod•
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           Hod=(,5.gLKYk'HeCk+'•6"CHeÅë+AZ.{7AHeCA-t'dCHed-

                 +A:K!ILI,dVAk,CA+dCki) -f- (h. ..)

                 +1/2X' (fij lmCioC ]+' a iC la ,Cnd, (15)

where the summation of the last term exclude those terms which

 lead to the product of the number operators and so are included

 in Hd• '
      Then, the transition probability between the initial state
SSZ}i=CH-"e- "CHef"IIIcillcktlv> and the finai state

Sl}f=Ckt-CHetwllCA+1[CktlV> is expressed as follows,

           p-(2'vt) 2ter"iN(ck)1<sEfIH.dl]}i> 2 , (i6)

 where N(6k) is the density of states.

 According to eq.(l5), the transition matrix element is

           M=' <SEf 1 H.dlil5 i> =7kHe+f{71Hl ekHeHe

                IV .v              +AEItlkVA4kH eAf +]ii,lfVkk '4 k 'cf- He

              'XorAkAHe- Xork'kk'He' (17)
               A k'<occup)

Nowwe define NI711'as follows.
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           VA= (l)A r

           YHe= (I) He-:;I5, (1>Av <A')He> ,

            Nl'rsrK = (I)K "Z A, (I) A,<A'1 K> - (l)H.<Hel K> , (is)

where hereafter each bra and ket vector means corresponding

state.
     The set g7"tlk3defined above rnay be regarded orthonormai to

the order of the square of the overlap integrals.

     The transition matrix elements M is calcu!ated by introducing

eq.(l2), (l3) and (18) to eq.(17). The details of the

derivation of the transition matrix elernents are described in

Appendix 2.

     Finally one obtains the transition rnatrix elements M as

 M= <K leFz e(x) +ulHe> - <KIHe> < Hel eFz e(7) +u1He>

       '- kl,i5A,, <K 1 feFze(s)+ u + vHF,H.

       - lA" >< A" 1 eFz e($) + u + vHF,He l} l A'> < A'l He >

       - Å~<K 1A'> <' A'1 eFz e(z)+u-IEHel lHe>

       "' ":lll,: VA'KA'He +,llll,ilA,, <KlA'> VA"A'At,He , (l9)

Where U(r) and VHF,He is the Hartree-Fock potential of the metal

and heiium respectively and EHe is the tirst ionization energy

of helium.

     rn the above expression, the one body interactions in each
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terms are formulated and the matrix elements representing the

transition by Coulornb interaction are shown. The other terms

than the first two terms represent the field adsorption effects

on the transition probability.

     Now, the level width function 1-r(E) of the net level

density of the imaging gas atorn 9Ha(G) without adsorbate is

der=ved foliowing Grimley as

    Y(GK) " -It 5, (i KSHeKi " VHeKtl2 6((i K- GK,)

            ks 1[ 1({}KSH.K - VH.K I2 N( eK) t (20)

if imaging gas interacts with S electron of the metal and N(<3)

is a slowly varying function. The transition matrix element

derived from this levei width is equivalent to the first two

terms in eq.(lg). The second term assures that the transition

probability converge to that of space ionization when imaging

gas is far apart from the metal surface.

3.2.3 Discussion and Results

     The potential U<r) + eFZ e(Z) is assumed to have the form

given by Boudreaux and cutler(eqs.(2-26atb)). The metal wave

function used is givenby(2--16,17}The adatorn wave functions are

approximated by the Slater-type orbitals. The inner core

orbitals and the Px and Py orbitals are neglected as their

contributions to M are very small. The distance of the

adsorbed atom from the metal surface is i.O A for He, l.2 A for

Ne and 1.4 A for Ar and IEHe1= 24.46 eV. For F = 5.0 V/A and

at helium metaX separation distance 4 At the transition maerix

element M is caiculated on a ceMputer and each texrn of eq. <19)
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is shown in Table 2 indicated by the number in the parentheses.

Enhancement factor means ltotal transition matrix element /
direct transition matrix eiement12.

     If the basis set f04,]are orthogonal to each other, M

contains only the first term and the 5th Coulomb interaction

term of eq.(19). VAKAHe is positive for S orbital of (PA and

negative for p orbitals (see Fig. 5). As the former term is

positive and absolute value of the two terms are same order of

magnitude the S state of the adsorbate suppress the transition

probability and the p state enhance it. As a result, in this
case of the approximation of orthogonal basis ftpx}, the

ionization probability is suppressed by the helium field

adsorption and may be a little changed by the Ne or Ar field

adsorption.

     In general, S orbital contribution of adsorbate of eq.(l9)

is the opposite sign to the direct term but that of p orbital is

the same sign to it in the same way as VAKAHe. As a result the

transition probability is suppressed by the field adsorption of

He considerably. For the case of Ne adsorption, the contribution

of S and p orbital cancel each other and the transition

probability is somewhat decreased by the field adsorption. For

the case of Ar adsorption, p orbital contribution is superior to

S orbital contribution and the transition is somewhat enhanced.

     Each term of the matrix elernent shown in Table 4 shows the

sharp decrease as the separation of the gas atom from the metal

surface becomes laxge but the total ionization matrix element

obtained by the cancellation of each term show rather slow

decrease.

     The ion current may be increased by the field adsorption of

helium by the increase of the population of ionizable gas atom
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in the ionization zone in spite oE the deerease of the

ionization probability of the imaging gas atom itself. This

situation will be clarified in later Chapters on the basis of

gas kinetical theory of FIM.

Calcu!ated values of

        ,    matrlx

  Table 3-2

the each term of the

 element M

transition

xxx-N-'-----NAdsorbate.-x.Nt.t..

He Ne Ar

Directtransition(l+2) -- l.163 -1.163 -i.163

Transitiondueto
'

O.110 -O.022 -O.687
overlap<AIHe>(3)

Transition'dueto
1.018 O.203 -O.455

overlap<KIA>(4)

Transitiondueto
O.329 O.034 O.Ol4

Coulornb' interaction(5+6)

Totaltransition
O.294 --- O.948 •- 2.29i

rnatrixelernent

Enhancernentx`actor O.064 O.664 3,.88

  ,umts

Calculated values

• The numbe'r in

for

the

          oF= 5•O V/A at RH. =

parenbheses indicate

    e4.0 A in

'tihe term

arbitrary

in eq.(19).
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                       CHAPTER 4

     XON CURRENT GENERATION IN THE FrElliD rON MXCROSCOPE: I

                  DYNAMrC APPROACH

     Notation used in this chapter

 9 closest approach to the tip center for a particle

 v velocity of a particle far from the emltter
 vp dipole attraction velocity
 Ep=mvp2/2=aLF2/2, where m and QCare the mass and polarizability

           of a particle, respectively and F is field strength

 vn, vt normal and tangential velocity components of a

           particle at the emitter surface

 Nn(Vn), Nt(vt) rates at which particles strike unit emitter

           surface per unit tirne, with velocity components

 Pe(vn',vt') probability for a particle, which hit the enitter

           with velocity (vn',vt'), to escape from the emitter

 N(v,Tg) rates, at which particles strike unit emitter surface

           per unit time, as a function of v and gas temp. T                                                           g
 Ke(v,Ts) probability for particles to escape after the first

           impact or in their few hops as a function of v and

           tip ternperature T                           s

4.l Introductzon

     The ion current generation in the field ion microscope•
(F!M) has been studied by MUnerl , ciomer2 and southon3

dynamically. !n the treatisest the total gas supply to the
field-ion emitter surfaee is found. The rate constants for

ionization and escaping from the tip region without ionization

are calculated and finally the total ion current is obtained.
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Really, the supply of captured atoms must be used instead of
the total supply as Southoi has indicated. Both rate constants

and the probability of capture3 are the quantities averaged

over the velocity distribution of the particles at the tip

region in equilibrium and so are the functionals of the

distribution function .

     In this paper, instead of calculating the averaged

quantities such as effective ionization rate constant on the

basis of assumed somewhat ambiguous velocity distribution, ion

current is shown to be able to calculate thoroughly dynamically.

The incident trajectories and rebounds of all particles are

tracked and the ionized fractions generated in passing through

the ionization zone are summed up. The simplification that the

particles scattered from an emitter surface have the average

velocity is employed. It enabled us to get easily the

information on the influenee of the many variables such as the

tip temperature and the gas temperature, in the field range

where particles are ionized in a few hops.
     In tbe succeding chapter4, the velocity distribution of

the particles at the tip region is derived by the quasi-static

approach.

4.2 The Supply Funetion

     In analyzing the hopping process of gas particiest it will

be assumed for simplScity that the ernitter is spherical. Then,

the magnitude of the electric field F is given by

            F(r) =Ft (Rt/r)2, a)
where Ft is the electric field at the tip surface, r is the
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distance to the center of the tip and Rt the tip radius.

     A particle approaching the tip with, v, its velocity when

very far from the tip, and .f) , the distance of closest approach

to the tip center if the electric field were zero, has radial

and tangential velocity, vn(r) and vt(r). Those are found

assuming ' the conservation of energy and angular momentum as

follows.

     v. (r) = v{l - (S' /r)2 + (vp/v)2- (Rt/r)4) l/2 , (2a)

     vt (r)=v)S' /r, (2b)
where                                  '
     mv p2/2= Ep= o( Ft2/2, (2c)
and vp is a dipole attraction velocity, Ep is the polarization

energy of a gas atom, o< is its polarizability and m its mass.

     The number of gas particles that pass through a certain

plane far from the tip in unit tSme with v between v and v + dv

and 8 between .l? and J'+ dJ) is called N(v,JP )dvd;P. As the

velocity distrÅ}bution is Maxwellian far from the tipr

N(Vi..S' )dvdiS' is given by

     N(vt.P)dvd.P = n(rn/27[kTg)3/2 v3exp(-mv2/2kTg>.

                     2rcY d9 dv, (3)
where n and CVg are the density and the ternperature oE the

ainbient gas respectively and k is the Boltzinann constant. Frorn

eqs.(2a) and (2b)

    .9 d.S> ='(Rt/v)2 vndvnr (4a)
                   2    JPdP=(Rt/v) vtdvt, (4b)
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where vn and vt are equal to vn(Rt) and vt(Rt), respectively.

The numbers of particles that approach the tip from a given

direction with v bet.ween v and v + dv and hit the tip surface in

unit time with vn between vn and vn + dvn and with vt between

vt and vt + dvt are called N(v,vn)dvdvn and N(v,vt)dvdvt,

respectively. We obtain from eq.(3) and eqs.(4a) and (4b)

                                                   '     N(v, vn)dvdvn = n(m/2JZkTg)3/2 v exp(-mv2/2kTg)

                    2>t Rt2vndvdvn, (5a)
     N(v, vt)dvdvt = n(m/2xkTg)3/2 v exp(--mv2/2kTg)

                    27[ Rt2vtdvdvt. (sb)

     For a given value of v, the maximum value J)rnax(v) of .P ,

at which the particle will reach the tip, exists5. so, there

exist minimura vaiues vmin(vn) and vmin(vt) of v at which the

particle will hit the tip surface with a given vn and vt,

respectively.

                   Vp-Vn fOr Vn<Vpt
     Vmin(Vn) "
                   (vn2- vp2)1/2 for vn> vp t (6a)

                   vt2/(2vp)                                   for vt<Pvp ,

     Vmin(Vt) =
                   (vt2- vp2)l/2                                   for vt >JZ; vp . (6b).

The numbers of gas particles that hit unit tip surface in unit

time with vn between vn and vn + dvn and with vt between vt and

vt + dvt are called Nn(vn)dvn and Nt(vt)dvt , respectively. We

obtain from eqs.(5a) and (5b) and eqs.(6a) and (6b)
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  N"(vn) = vj7dAJvrnOQ.,n(vn) dv N(v' vn)/4mRt2

                       vn exp[-m(vp - vn)2/2kTg]

                                      for vn < Vp ,
         = So(M/kTg),
                       exp(Ep/kTg) vn exp(-mvn2/2k[vg)

                                      fOr Vn>vp , (7a)
  Nt("t) =.jNd'Q' S.V,C,3i.(.t) d" N(v' vt)/4n Rt2

                       vt exp[-(mvt2/2)2/(4Ep kTg)]

                                      for vt <Evp r
         = So(M/kTg).
                       exp(Ep/kTg) vt exp(-mvt2/2kTg)

                                      for vt >E vp , (7b)

                  l/2  So = n(kTg/27[ m) ,                                                          (7c)

and So is the supply function in the absence of the electric

field and .SL is the solid angle. The distributionst Nn(vn) and

Nt(vt), for helium, at Ft = 4.5 V/A are depicted in fig.2. The
                              l/2thermal velocityt vth = (kTg/M)                                  is also indicated in fig.2.

The numerical value of velocity is expressed by the value of
the reduced velocity defined as ra in [ev]l/2.

     The incident particle characterized by J) near .f)rnax(V)

wUl be acceierated by the dipole attraction force to have a

large vaZue of vt. As can be seen from fig.2, no srnall fraction

of particles arrive at the tip surface with !arge tangential

velocities. Differentiating Nt(vt) with respect to vtt we

obtain the most probable tangential velocityt vtm.
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     vt. = (2/rn) 1/2 (kTg' Ep) l/4 • ' (s)

     We obtain the supply function S by integration as follows.

     s = S[i) dv .S5]max (V)dp N(., .s) )

       = .Sge dVn Nn(vn)

       = so {(7t Ep/kTg)l/2 erf[(Ep/kTg)l/2] + exp(-Ep/kTg)} .

                                                          (9)

This is the formula for s as derived by southon3 .

4.3 lon Current Generation
     Now we introduce the coUision matrix following van Eekelen5 :

                                                    tfparticles that have hit the surface with velocity (vn , vt )

rebound with a velocity distribution W(vn r vt)

--  b(Vn , vt t vn'i vt'). The coiiision rnatrix is derived on
the basis of classical "hard cube model"6(see appendix 3). A

particle that left the surface with velocity (vn , vt) has a

radial kinetic energy E(r) at distance r from the eenter of the

tip as follows.

               2     E(r) = mv                (r) /2
              n

          = mv.2/2 + rnvt2/2 [i -- (Rt/r)2] - Ep[i - (Rt/r)4] .

                                                          (10)

A particle will escape if its kinetic energy E(r) is positive

for any r and otherwise it will return to the tip and hit the

surface again. There exists the ntnirnurn value vnc of Vn at
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which E(r) has no zeros and so a particle can escape.

     vnc= vp (1-mvt2/4Ep) • ' (u)
Then, an incident particle with initia! velocity v will be

eventually trapped if it looses kinetic energy, by collision
with the surface, more than mv2/2 - (mvt2/2)2/4Ep instead of

mv2/2.

     When a particle, which has velocity (vn , vt) at the surfacet

passes through the ionization zone, it is ionized with the

probability Q(vn , vt). The probabiiity Q is given by

     Q(Vn t Vt) =l- eXP(pt(Vn , Vt)/'C ]r (12)

where     t("n t "t) = S illZzC.+d TJ.iliZ;s'i'.k)} ' • (i3)

and ' C is the ionization lifetime of a particle in the

ionization zone whieh is Zc above the surface and whose depth

is d. vn(r) in eq.(13) are given by eq.(2a) and by eq.(10) for

a newly arriving particle from field free region and for a

rebounding particle, respectiveiy. We use the formula for Z

given by Gomer .

    -Z = .)/''i exp[o.6s(z -- 3iE ) (r - 7.6 Fti/2)i/2/Ft], a4)

with the ionization energy I and the work funetion lll in ev,

and Ft in V/A; )2 is the orbital Erequency of the tunneling

electron in the gas atorn.

     Particles that have arrived at the tip surface at a certain

instant or- time drop off Erom the tip region during their many

hops by the thermal aetivation and field ionization, if they

are captured after the first irnpacts. The procedure is repeated
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by a computer till the number of particles N(vtS) ) converge to

a very srnall fraction for each incidence characterized by v

and 9 . The total ion current is obtained by summing up the

numbers of generated ions.

     It is impracticable to perform the whole procdss discussed

above by a computer and we simplify the rebound process as

foUows. It is assumed that a fraction Pe of rebounding

particles that have hit the surface with velocity (vn', vt'')

will escape with velocity (vne t vt) and the remainder of them

go on trajectories returning to the surface with velocity

(Vnr t Vt), Where Pe, Vne and vnr are defined as foilows.

                                               '     ,Pe =Srnc b(Vn ' Vt , vn', vt')dvn , asa)

    Vne = Seenc Vn'b(Vn ' Vt ' Vn'' Vt')dVn/Pe r (lsb)

    vhr = SInC vn.b(vn , vt , vn', vt')dvn/(1 - Pe) . (15Åë)

4.4 Results and Discussion

     The total ion currents of heljum on tungsten are caiculated

by repeating the hopping 200 tirnes for each incidence on a
NEAC 700, where Rt = 500 A, o<= O.205 A3, Zc = 3.5 At d = O.3 A,

)2= 2.4xlo16sec'"l, i= 24.6 ev and A2 = 4.s ev. Except for

higher tip temperature than 300 Kt aZrnost the same results are

obtained for differGnt choice of the coUision matrix, b and

bLs(see appendix 3). The tip temperature Ts has effects en the

total ion current through the coliision matrix. Only a firaction
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  -7     of particles are supplied to the hopping states that do10

not reach the ionization zonet after 65 hops when Ft = 4.5 V/A
and Ts = 80 K. For Ts = 20 K, the fraction increases to lo-3

and only 45 hops are needed to decrease the hopping height

below Z .       e
     The dynamic equilibriurn between the gas ionization

probability and the probability of escape without ionization

from the tip region by thermal activation may play an important
role in determining the amount of the ion current7 . The number

of particles that had velocity v, when very far from the tip

and arrive at the unit tip surface in unit tirne, N(v, Tg) is

given by
     N(v, Tg) == Sds2 S9oMaX(V)dLs> N(v, s) )/47[Rt2. (i6)

The fraction oÅí N(v, [Vg), which escape without ionization after

the first iinpact or in their few hopst is called Ke(vt Ts).

The temperature dependence of both quantities rnay be noticed.

Some results of Ke(v, Ts) for the collision rnatrix b, together

with N(v, Tg), are depicted in figs.(3a), (3b) and (3c). Figs.

(3a) and (3b) show that incident particles having larger initiai
veiocity than about o.2o evi/2 aimost escape frorn the tip region

after few collisions. It is also shown that the probability of

escape, Ke deereases as field strength increases (frorn fig.(3b))

                                                             'and the mass ratio of the gas particle to the metal atom, vj,L

increases (see fig.(3c)).
                                                 '     It can be seen from fig.(3c) that the trapped fraction of

the total incident particles increase as the teraperature ofi the

gas in the field free region becomes low. This shows clearly
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the large dependence of the ion current on the gas temperature

and the importance of keeping the average gas temperature low

by the metal electrode in contact with the cold [inger of the
conventional FIM design8 .

     The purely dynamical approach for calculating the total

ion current which is shown in 4.3 may be perforraed bY e. g.

the Monte Calro method. However, the simplifieation ernpioyed

by using eqs.(l8a), (18b) and (18c) underestimates the

probability of escape of particles after multiple coliisions

with the surface. So, the calculation oE the ion current by

the simplified procedure is valid in relatively high field

regÅ}on and high tip temperature region. The behaviour of the

ion current for whole field and temperature range will be

studied in the nexst chapteri making the results obtained

here as a step.
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                 CHAPTER 5

ION CURRENT GENERATrON rN THE FIEID rON M:CROSCOPE:

             !r. QUASZ STATIC APPROACH

Notation used'in this chapter

     radial velocity of a particle

     maximum radial velocity, above which particles

     escape from tÅ}p region

, N(v) rates at which particles hit and leave unit tip

     surface per unit time with radial velocity v

     total ion current and contribution from bound

     particles in the tip region, respectively

     supply of particles which are in bound states

     rate constants for ionization and escape; the
e

     averaged out ionization and escape probability

     over distribution N(v), respectively

     capture probability defined by the averaged out

     trapping probability over distribution Nn(v),

     where Nn(v) is Nn(vn) in chapter 4

5.I Introduction
     Experimental measurements of [ield ion current versus

other parameters of interest have been reported by a number of

authorsi'V5 . The increase of ion current by the field

adsorption6 of imaging-gas has also been reported by McLane

et al.7 . These experimental results afford data for the

improvement of our understanding of the whole process of ion
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current generation, which becomes of greater significance for

the j-nterpretation of the image.

     There are two different ways for calculating field ion
current, which are called by MUIIer and Tsong8 , the dynarnic

and the quasi-static approach. The former one has been

discussed in the previous chapter9, henceforth referred
                         'to as I, in treating the purely dynamical calculation of ion

current. The quasi-static approach developed in the paper of
van EekelenlO , henceforth referred to as vE, enabled us to

calculate. the velocity distribution function of gas particles

and to explain many experimental features.
     we fonow van EekelenlO to cornpute the field ion current

with some modifications and extensions as follows. 1) The

expression of the velocity distribution function of the

supplied particles derived in ! is used. 2) The tip temperature

and the gas temperature are taken independently. 3) Field

adsorption effects are demonstrated.

     In the present study, equilibrium properties such as rate

constants for ionization and for escape are formulated as

functionals of distribution function. The expression of the
totai ion current by these termsii'i2 , which is famiiiar but

not well founded, is reformulated on the basis of the balance

equation derived in VE. The eomputed results are discussed in
the light of these rate constants and the capture probability12 .

5.2 The Balance Equation

     It will be assumed for simplicity that the emitter is

spherical. The local field variations at the tip are not taken•

into account. Also we disregard suppiy ef gas particXes frorrt
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the shank of the tip.

     It is shown in I that velocities of the arriving particles

at the tip surface from field free region should not be supposed

to be purely radial as VE did. It is assumed that all newly

incident particles on the tip surface have tangential velocity

to the surface plane, vt equal to the most probable tangential

velocity vtm given by eg. (4-8). A veiocity distribution of

particles that have hit the surface with velocity (vn', vt'),

where vn' is radial velocity, is described by the collision
matrix b(vn t vt , vn', vt')9'iO . we base the coiiision

matrix on the hard cube modeii3 (see appendix 3). As it

conserves the tangential velocity of a particle, it may be

justified to assume that tangential velocities of all particXes

are equal to vtm. Hereafter, v means vn in I and collision

matrix is written as b(v, v').

     Particles which left tip with radial velocity v srnaller

than vcr which is given by eq. (4--ll), go on trajectories

returning to the surface. We obtain, for Vt " Vtm r

                         l/2       Vc=Vp "` (kTg/2M) , (l)
                                              l/2where vp is a dipole attraction velocity (O(/m)                                                 Ft, k is the

Boltzmann constant, Tg is, the temperature of the ambient gas,

Ft is the eiectric field at the tip surface, b! is a

polarizability of a gas atom and rn its ma$s.

     Now, following VE, we call the nurnbers of gas partieles

that in unit time hit or leave unit tip surface with radial

velocity between v and v + dv, in equilibriurn, N'(v)dv and

N(v)dv, respectively. Particles which hit tip with v>vc corne
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only from field free region. Particles which hit tip with

v<vc on the other hand are composed of two components:

particles arriving from field free region and particles which

have previously hit the tip and return from a round trip

passing through the ionization zone twice. The number of

particies which arrive at unit tip surface in unit time from

field free region with radial velocity v between v and v + dvt

Nn(v)r is given by eq. (4-7a)• Thus, in equilibrium we have

     N' (v) = Nn(v) 1!'1 - Q(v)lt for v >vc ,

     N' (v) = Nn (v) fl - g(v)} + N (v) fl - Q(v )3s 2 for v < vc ,

                      . (2)
where Q(v) is the probability for a particle, which leaves the

tip with velocity (v, vtm), to be ionized in passing through ,

the ionization zone once which is given bY eqs. (4-11,12 and 13).

          '

     We have, by definition of a collision matrix

     N(v)= .S:`'N'(vt)b(v, v')dv'. (3>

By substituting (2) into (3), we obtain the balance equation

for N(v) :
     N(v) = /j' ICN(v,){z - Q(v')}2b(v, v')dv' + N.<v) , (4)

where
     N.(v) = S.e>"N.(v')(l -Q(v')}b(v, v')dv' . (s)

If we put Q = O in Ns(v) and integrate over v using norrnalization

condition of b, we get
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      s.Stes(v)dv= .Ir.ct3Nn(v)dv ..s, (6)

where S is the supply ,function and the second equation of (6)

is given by eq. (4-9). For free particles, v> vc , the

ionization probability Q(v) is replaced by Qm = Q(vc),

following VE.

     The derivation of the total ion current I as.an exarnple of

the equilibrium guantities of the system has been shown in VE.

Therei the part of I due to the ionization of bound particles,

v< vc t was shown to be

     Ii . .l '[iCN(.) f2Q(.) -Q(.)2 ll d. . (7)

     We have, from eg.(4)

     N(.) = SgcNti(v,)b(v, v,)d., +N.(.) , (s)

where

     Nt'(v) =N(v) •{Ni- Q(v)}2. (g)
Nt'(v) gives the contribution to N'(v) from "bound" particles,

after they have passed the ionization zone twice. We call the

probabiiity of escape and capture of a particle2which hit tip

with radial velocity v', Pe(v') and Pt(v'), respectively. They

are given by the relation

     P. (v') = SC() b(v, v')dv =1- pt(vi) . (lo)

                 c

If we integrate N(v) from O to vc using eqs.(9) and (10), we get
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  S Ic. (.) ,. . g Ic.,i (.) {, - ,. (.)} ,.

                           oo                      + 5)o Nn (v) { i - Q<v)> pt (v) dv .

One finds, by transposition

        Sgc{N(.) dv Nt,(.)} d. . 2k.Nt,

     = (l- <Q>.) PcS r

where
     Nt' = SVCNtt(v)dv ,

     2ke == S2cpe(v)Nt'(")dv/Nt' r

    <o.>.= 510QQ(v)Nn(v)dv/sr

             Oo o

     Pc " Sl. Nn (v) fl - Q(v)> pt (v) dv/ (ld- <Q>.)s .

The brackets indicate an average and ke gives the rate

for escape and Pc gives the capture probabUity for the

From (9), we have

      Sge {7. (.) " .,, (.)} d. . ., - N,,

                             " .Sg"N(v) f2Q(v) - Q(v)2} dv

                             = 2k. N                                    tr                                 1
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    (12)

    (l3a)

    (13b)

    (l3c)

    (13d)

constant

 supply.
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where      Nt = SIcN(.)d. ,

      2ki = SgCN(v) {2Q(v) - Q(v)2}dv/Nt .

Ki gives rate constant for ionization. We obtain,

and (l4)

      {2ki + (1 - 2ki)2ke[]t Nt = <i -<Q>s)PcS •

Frorn eq.( 7)

                    ki(1 ' <Q>.) PcS
      !, = 2kiNt =
                     ki + (1 - 2ki)ke

     For ki<< 1, the number of bound particles that

time hit and leave unit tip surface, N, is given by

      N= Nt + Nt' tv 2Nt .

Then, for ki<<l

                   k•P S                    IC      I, = kiN =" ,
                  k, +k                   le
where      ki = SgcN (.)Q(.)d./Nt ,

      ke = -li- SgCN(v)pe(v>dv/Nt ,

      pc = S)ll9Nn<v)pt(v)dv/s .

Equation (l9) is the forrnuza given by southonZ2 .
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noticed that ki and ke are functionals of N(v).

     The total ion current X is given by

     I= I' + <Q>.S + Q. (S - <9>.S - It) . (21)

The second term and the third terrn give the contribution to I

from incoming free particles and outgoing free particles,

respectively.

5.3 The Collision Matrix

     Let us define c(v, v') as the probability that normal

velocity of a gas particle is changed, by the collision with

the surface, from v' to v. On the basis of the classical hard

cube model, c(v, v') is found from one-dimensional, head-on

collision of a particle with the surface atoms that have a
Maxwenian veiocity distributioni3 . so, c(v, v') is identicai

                      'with that derived by VE in one-dimensional model. We use the

collision matrix b(v, v"> that is constructed by VE frorn

c(v, v') for higher value of v and frorn a Maxwell distribution

at a partially accomodated temperature for lower value of v.

The derived matrix b(v, v') satisfies the condition of caetailed

balance. Some collision rnatrixes are depicted in fig.l. The

dependence of the matrix on the tip temperature Ts may be

noticed.

     Probabilities of escape, Pe(v) are shown in fig.2. The

escape probability, Pe for the bound particle becomes small as

the tip temperature decreases or as the field strength increases.

The situation is reversed for the particle that hit the surface

with larger nomal velocity. This may be understood as follows.

Particles have some probability to collide with the metal atoms

moving in the sarne direction and to loose necessary amount of
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velocity to be trapped, when the surface is high ternperature.

     As regards Pc , it changes only slightly when Ts is

changed.

 5.4 Results and Discussion

     The balance equation (4) is the second kind Fredholm type

integral equation. Following VEt it is repiaced by matrix

eqUatiOn and SOt}iltsIIf2S?y diterSaotrnz.eonp.articXe distributions for helium on

tungsten are depicted in figs.3, 4 and 5. Figure 3 shows the

dependence of the particle distributions on the tip ternperature

at very low field of 2.5 V/A. The curves and those found frorn

Maxwell distributions fit together except for 300 K. At 300 K,

the popuLation of high-energy partieles is lowered than that

found from Maxwell distribution, because high-energy particles

are easy to escape by thermal activation.

     Shown in fig.6 are the ratios of Nt to the thermal

equilibrium value of the supply function, So exp(Ep/kTs>. So

and Ep are given by (4-7c) and (4-2e) respectively. For low F
e. g. 2.0 V/A, and for Ts)- 80 K, ke is rnuch greater than ki.

In this case, seen from fig.6t Nt is often nearly equal to

So exp(Ep/kTs). Then,

     r= 2kiNt t"v 2kiSo exp(Ep/k[vs) , (22)

     ]<e "' PcS eXP(-Ep/kT.)/2So• (23)
At 20 K and F = 2.0 V/A, ke is comparable to kj. and the

concentration of gas particles at the tip surface is rnuch

smalier than that in thermal eguilibrium.

     [DhG structure of particle distribution for low ternperature
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discussed by VE is seen from fig.4. It can be seen from fig.5

that the low-energy peak virtually disappears at 80 K. This

has been also indicated by VE. It can be also seen frorn fig.5

that particles are ionized before they are well accomodated to

the tip temperature for high field.

     When Ts rises, ke increases both by the increase of Pe for

the bound particles and by the shift of the peak of the

particle distribution to the larger velocity shown in fig.3'.

When tield is increased, in spite of the decrease of Pe for

the bound particles (see fig.2), ke increases by the shift of

the peak of the particle distribution to the larger velocity

(see fig.s). The values of ke,ki and Nt for various temperatures

 and x'i'elds are collected in appendix 4.
 5.4.1 CurrenVVoltage Characteristics

     Logarithmic plots of tiie total ion current I versus the

field strength F, for heiium on tungsten, are given in fig.7.
The curves exhibit most of the features observed experirnentanyl'Y5,14

in the similar way to VE. The values of the slope of an almost
straight high-field region and of the cut-off field strength12

are in good agreement with those of VE.

     The slopes of low-field region are 46, 34 and 31 at T

egual to 20 K, 80 K and 300 K respectively in isothermal

conditions. This increase of the slope with decreasing

temperature is in good agreement with the experiment by Chen
           l4              . They explained this temperature dependence ofand Seidrnan

the slope of very iow tield region by the assurned expression of

the ion current similar to eq.<22).

     Anyway, for low field where ke>>ki , ion current is

expressed by
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On the other hand, in the straight high-field region, ion

current must be expressed by eqs.(l9) or (17) and (21).

     In fig.8, the ratios of the ion current to the supply

function, S, together with Pct have been plotted. As has been

shown in 1, Pc increases when field strength increases.
                                    5     As discussed by Tsong and MUIIer , the number of atoms
                                                         '
escaping from the tip region without ionization is indeed

comparable or iarger than the ionized fraction under the usual

experÅ}mental conditions. As VE has stressed, the straight

high-field region is an Å}ntermediate region where the current

does not equal the, supply. At 20 K, ke is much smaller than ki

for F> 2.25 V/A. Then,

The curves I /S and Pc for T = 20 K in fig.8 fit together for F

from 2.5 V/A to 4.0 V/A. For higher field, the contribution

from free particles become large.

5.4.2 Temperature Effects .
                     5     Tsong and Mti11er have investigated the effects of the

tip ternperature on the ion current at a given field strength and

gas temperature. Plots of the ion current versus the tip

ternperature, for helium on tungsten, are given in fig.9. The

calculated curves for F = 3.25 V/A seern to fit with the

experirnental curves. The tip ternperature dependence of the

ion current is explained by the behaviour of ke as a function

of Ts discussed in this chapter. For low field, when Ts rises,

ion current decreases rapidly by the rapid increase of ke.
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For high iield, on the other hand, when [Es rises, ion current

decreases only slowly, in agreement with the experiment, by

three reasons as follows. The increase of ke with Ts becomes
                                                'small as the shift of the peak of the distribution with Ts is

less remarkable for high field. Next, ki becomes larger than
                                                            -1ke for high field and ion current is proportional to (ki + ke)
not to ke-l. Finally, the contribution to the ion current

from free partic!e, which is insensitive to Ts , becornes large

for high field.

     It is observed experimentally that ion current with 78 K

gas ternperature decreases only slightly at Ts = 78 K. This

effect is more remarkable for neon and hydrogen on tungsten at
3.8 v/A and 4.5 v/A respectively5 . The calculations suggest

that this may be explained as follows. For temperature and

field strength in discussion, ke is much smalZer than ki and so
         -l(ki + ke) , and hence I decreases only slightly as ke increases.

     It can be seen from fig.7 that the shifts of the cut-off

fields towards higher fields are caused mainly by the increase

of Ts. This effect may be explained as follows. Frorn the

discussion of sec. 5.4.l, the cut-off may be considered as the

field at which ki becomes comparable to ke. When Ts rises, ke

increases and then the cut-off field, where kitv ke , shifts

towards higher fieids.

     The gas temperature has effects on I mainly through its

effects on S and Pc. The total suppiy to the tip, S is

proportional to Tg under the same gas pressure. Our calculation
                                           'showed that Pc increases the number by 2tv4 tirnes when Tg

decxeases from 300 K to 20 K. This dependence of Pc on Tg has

been discussed in 1.
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     Ratios of ion current at two different temperatures under

isothermal conditions are plotted as a function oÅí field

strength in fig.IO. The curves exhibit most of the features
observed experirnentally5 . However, the critical field strength

where the vaiue of the ratio increases abruptly is smaller by

O.5 v/A for I2o/Iso and l•O V/A fOr Xso/13oo•

5.4.3 The Effects of Field Adsorption on !on Current •
                     15     Tsong and b4ti11er                        have shown that the probability Pa that
at any instant of time an inert--gas atom is field adsorbed6 on

the apex of the surface atom is given by

     P. = {rl + ()1 CT./pgasF) exp(-H/k[ps) '} -1 . <26)

where H is the short-range binding energy and C is a constant

which can be estimated frorn experimental conditions. For field

adsorption of heiium on tungstent H is chosen as (fa - 1)Ep

= 1.399 Ep , where fa is an enhancement factor, and C as
C(Ts/PgasF) " 10-5sec at 20 K, 2m[Dorr and 4.s v/Al5 . Ror

Pgas = 2rnTorrt the values of Pa for a variety of ternperatures

and fields have been collected in table l. The field adsorption
may have effects on i by changing the ionization probability16rl7

and by changing the gas-surface interaction. So, we calculated

the ion current for the two cases where the ionization life time,

'Z (see eq. (1-14) ) is assumed to be 'Tl= (1 - O.9 Pa)T and

T2 = (1 + 9•O Pa)-C • Field ionization are enhanced and

suppressed by a factor of ten by field adsorption in the case 1

and 2 respectively.

     rt is assumed that the change of the gas-surface

interaction by field adsorption is taken into account for by
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taking the mass ratio of a gas particle to a metal atom, iYt as

a function of Pa. Here INiL is assumed to be (l + Pa)?vt , for

both cases. Then, the accomodation coefficient is increased by

two times by field adsorption. The calculated results are

shown in fig.Il.

     The curves exhibit rnany interesting features. i) In the

straight high-field region, ion currents are increased
                                                           -5equally for both cases. The values of ke (ki) are 2.2 x IO
(4.o Å~ io-3), 4.7 x io"6 ( 4.o x io-4), 2.2 x io'7 (4.o x io-5),

and 2.2 x io-8 (4.ox io-6) for z equal to Tx io'1, 'C ,

Åéx lo and -C x 102 at F= 3.0 V/A, Ts = 20 K and Tg = 80 K.

These show that ke strongly depends on ki and ke << ki for the

field range in discussion. Then I is expressed by PcS and the

shifts of I towards higher values are solely caused by the

increase of Pc by field adsorption.

     It rnay be noticed that, in general, some part of the

straight high-field region is independent on the magnitudes of

ki , though narrow for higher tip ternperature (see the curve

for Ts == Tg = 80 K in Eig.11). :on current, whieh is

proportional to ki/(ki + ke) for the field region in discussion,

is kept constant for the change of the ionization probabiUty

on account of the following change of ke, as discussed above.

2) The enhancement and the suppression of the ion current due to

those of the field ionization by field adsorption are seen in

both the extremely low field region where 1 = kiPeS/ke and in

the relatively high field region where contribution to r from

free particles, <Q>sS becomes large. 3) !n the case 2, where

field ionization is suppressed by field adsorption, the curve

for Ts = 20 K and Tg = 80 K intersects with the curve for no
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adsorption.

     This reversal of the values of ion current frorn field

adsorbed surface and from no-adsorbed surface, when field is

increased, suggests the mechanism to explain the unusual
features of mM image at 4.2 Kl8 . At 4.2 K, the brightness of

image spots in the same plane change as the field strength is

varied. The metastable site atom A in fig.12 is imaged brighter

than the atorn B and C in the very high field region (F;t5.7 V/A).

When the applied voltage is lowered the image brightness of the

atom A is dirninished and the images shown by the broken iines in
fig.12 become brighterl8 . At 4.2 K, the probability of field

adsorption Pa at site B or C may be larger than that at site A,

because, to the former site adsorbed inert atorns are supplied

by migration of them from the inner part of the (Oll) plane.

     The field-adsorbed ox physisorbed heliurn atom increases

the time spent by an ionizable helium gas atorn in the ionization

zone by irnp.roving the accomodation as weil as suppresses the
ionization probability of the gas atomi6'17 . on the anaiogy

of 3), the latter effect is expected to be moxe effective than

the forrner effect at very high field and vice versa in the

working-range of the field. Narnely, at very high field the

ionization life time of a gas particle, 'C is so short that

particles that are flying even in high speed are almost ionized

in passing through the ionization zone once, and so, it does

not matter for jon current generation whether the lost

momentum of the particle is large or not. On the other hand, in

the working-range of the field where the ionization life time is

iong, the change of the staying time of particies in the

ionization zone by the field adsorption is more effective than
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the change of the ionization probability itself.

     Then, at very high field, the image of the atom A is

brighter than that of B or C, because the ionization
                     -
probability at A site is less suppressed by less adsorbed

helium atoms than that at B or C site. When the applied fieid

is lowered, the irnages of rnore adsorbed sites B and C becorne

brighter than that of less adsorbed site A.

5.5 Conclusions

     The rate constants for ionization, ki and for escape, ke

are formulated as functionals of distribution function, N(v).

The forrnula of the total ion currentt I that is expressed by

the rate constants, the total supply, S and the capture

probability, Pc is derived. The forrnula coincides with that
given by southon12 for ki<< !. The behaviours of the ion

current are analyzed by using these equilibrium properties of

the system. rn the very low field region, 1 is equal to

kiPcS/ke and in straight high-field region, Z is equal to

kiPcS/(ki + ke). !n the latter region, there exists a part

where r is independent of the values of ki.

     The effects of the tip temperature, Ts are discriminated

from those of the gas temperature, Tg. The dependence of T on

Ts is qualitatively explained by the Ts dependence of ke. The

gas temperature has also been shown to have considerable effects

on the ion current, in agreernent with the results of r.

     rt is shown that the ion current is indeed increased by

the field adsorption of inert gas atorns even if the field
ionization probabnity were suppressedi7 . Moreover, the

proposed mechanisrns that the ionization probabUity is decreased
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and the staying time of a particle in the ionization zone is

increased by the field adsorption of an inert gas atom enabied

us to explain the experimentally observed anomalous features

of field ion images at 4.2 K successfully.
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                          CHAPfliER 6

                         CONC [,VSIONS

     The Oppenheimer's method to calculate the transition

probabilSty between non-orthogonai states is appiied to the

tield ionization in FXM, leading us to determine the probable

choice of the initial and the finai states and the perturbation

potential.

     Detailed calculation of the ionization probability using

tight-binding states as metallic states has revealed the

sensitive dependence of the ionization probability on the

extention of the metal orbital outside the surface. It is

also found how s- and d--state of the raetal contribute to the

field ion irnages. The consistent results of ion energy

distribution with experiments has also been derived.

     It has been shown by the simple one-dimensional
                                                     'caiculations that the ionization probability is likely to be

increased by the adsorption oE species of low ionization energy

such as chemisorption or metallic adsorption, without rcesonance

in the transrnission coefficient. On the other hand, the

ionization probability is shown to be decreased by the

adsorption of inert gas atoms in sorne cases. To eerroborate

the latter prediction the expression for the ionization

probability through adsorbed inert 9as atom is derived in the

three-dirnensional and many-body theoretical manners. The

expression is examined to be reasonable in the absence of the

adsorbate, and also in the orthogonal limit of the basis set.

The calculation show that ionization probability for heliurn as

imaging gas is indeed decreased by the field adsorption of

helium and neon, although the degree of reduction for helium as
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adsorbate is rnuch higher than for neon.

     With the aim of interrnediating between the atomic

description of field ionization processes suhc as the

ionization probability and the gas-rnetaZ collision and the

macroscopic properties of FIM such as ion current voltage

characteristics, the extension of the theory of the ion

current generation is undertaken.

     The distributions of supply of particles at the tip

surface as functions of veiocity cornponents have been derived.

The author reveals the importance of cooling the ambient gas

temperature which is likely to be a cause to increase the

catching probability of the firstly incident particles to the

emitter surface.

     Based on the existing forrnula of the balance equation for

the distribution of concentrated gas particles, the expression

for the total ion current in terms of equilibriurn quantities

such as rate constants for ionization and for escape by

thermally activated processes has been derived. Field ion
                           'current is computed versus other parameters of interest on the

basis of the balance equation which is extended frorn

one-dirnensional model to the three-dimensional one. The

cornputed properties of the FIM such as the field and

ternperature dependence of the total ion current, which agreed

fairly well to the experimental observations, have been

discussed physicalZy in the light of the above mentioned

expression for the field ion current. The present

investigation enables us to discriminate between the efEects of

the gas ternperature and the tip temperature, ieading us to

understand the detaiZed rnechanisms of ion current generatien.
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 It is confirmed that only a fraction of particles attracted to

 the tip by polarization contributes to the ion current, as

 suggested by the previous investigators.

      Finally the experimental results that the ion current is

 enhanced by the field adsorption of inert gas atoms is

 qualitatively expiained by the present treatment of the ion

 current generation, consistent with the theoretically expected

 suppression oE the ionization probability in the previous

 chapter. Moreover, the proposed mechanisrns that the ionization

 probability is decreased and the staying time of a particle in

 the ionization zone is increased by the fieid adsorption of an

 inert gas atom enabled us to explain the experimentally

 observed anornaious features of field ion images at 4.2 K

 successfully.

      The procedures of the present work rnay shed new light on

 the understanding of the irnage formation mechanisms in F!M.

                        APPENDXX 1

      THE POLARIZATTON ENERGY OF ATOM AS POTENTIAL ENERGY

     The totai Hamiltonian of a valence atorn under the electric

field may be expressed as fol!ows.

  "t = nt ;ii.Ii:"2 v7R2 '` -ii.il:2 s7r.2 - i:tir?4-. .tifi}l+ e'F"(r")•-i' - eG(`R)•F, (i)

where e(t) is the field strength.

     We apply the Born-OppenheiJner approximation. Then the

eigen function of the total Harrtiltonian YIS(r, R) may be

decomposed as,

            'i'"(r, R) = (ib.(rt R), `76R(R) f (2)
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    (- ,`.h2 7r2 " itis-'Ii4i;i'pt -i}1 + eTi?(r)'t '" eF(R)•-SR) g6.<rt R)

                 = U(R) (Il. <rr R) r

    (-- -2-Mh2 vR2 + u(R)) (iiblR(R) = E(PR(R) .

    Now, if F vaxies so slowly as F is constant in the range
where (I) r(r, R) has remarkable magnitude,

 (ele(r>•-S} -- elilr(R)•'R'`) Åë>.(r, R) --:NcÅ}- eii?(R)•('i --R5) 9b.(r, R).

     Then, U(R) is calculated by the perturbation theory as

        U<R) = w •- --I!- ols F(R)2 ,
                    2

         (' 2'h.2 v7 r2 - lists S2-"l) (l)r <r' R) = w (ibr (r' R) ,

where ct is the polarizability of an atorn.

     So, the motion of the ion core is described. by the

foUowing equation.

    (.. -iiitii:2vR2 .w -. tctF(R)2) (l)R(R) = E cl)R(R) .

                            '

     This shows that the polarization energy of an atom acts

the potential energy of the atorn.

     Howeverr we must rememberr following Slater i , that U(R)

really not just a potential energy but it also includes the

kinetic energy of the electronic motion.

                        AP?END:X 2

         DERZVA[E?:ON OF THE TRANSZTMON IYIATR:X EZ,EMENT

             BETWEEN SLATER DETERMINANTA:., STA[PES
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<3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

<8>

as

 IS



                                            .-N...                                                 in eq.(3-17).    Consider Eirst the one body matrix elements V                                              KHe
 '<7rKH. = .S{<PK(r) - >i5, (PA,(r)<A'1K> •- (l)H. <He1K>}"•

            {51tll' + Vm(r) + vHe(r) + vA<r) + eFz} .

             {(l>He (r) - 2il, (l}A , <A'1 He> ll d T

               2      = <K 121Il + VHe 1He> + <K leFz + vA + vm lHe>

                      2          " `l;;, <K ) 21i + VA IA "> <A'1He>

                               ml > <A'IHe>          - `2Xil, <KleFz + vHe +v Ai

                      2          - :IX;, <A')tP + VH.IHe><KIA>

          -l lll, <A')eFz + vA + vmIHe> <K)A>

                  2          '<He) 2mP +VHelHe> <K He>

          - <He eFz + Vm + VA iHe> <KIHe>

                      2          + A21IE,Z:A ,, <A ' 1 si.Iil- + vA IAtt> < A" 1 He> <K/ A ,>

          + -Iilli,i}A. <A'ieFz + vHe + vrn A"><A"1He><KiA'> . a)

By introducing the two body matrix elements, some terrns of

eq.(1) cancel each othet and such interaction potential as V
                                                         A
are canceZed.
                i"V    Now conSider VHeKHeHe'
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'R7fHeKHeHe = VHeKHeHe - VHeHeHeHe <K 1 He>

           -E5, VHeA'HeHe <KiAi> '":IiS, VHeKA,He <A'1He>

           +`lil;,i}A" VHeA'A"He <KlA'><A"lHe> . (2)

    The first terrn of eq. (2) and the first terrfE of eq. (1)

together become the one matrix eiement of the Hartree-Fock
Hamiltonian between ())K and (I)He aS

  <Kl21il2 + tr-ieftHeliHe> + VHei<HeHe

 = S(PK*( 21il2+VHF,He)ÅëHe dl = EHe<KIHe> r (3)

where
   VHF,He = I.-ieilH.t + .j'(i)He*(i.')-e.2,!lilHe(r')
                                                  d Z ' • (4)

     Zn the sarne manner, all the other VHe in eq.(1) may be

                   together with the remaining four terrns oErewritten as V             HF,He
eq. (2). Consequently, the first term and the 7th terrn in

eq. (i) cancel each other.

                         A/ N     Next consider X( XVAaKHeAo - VAKAHe)'
                   A o-
  ;il( il3.C<XAoKHeAcr- C<iAl KzxHe) =;l[ li2 VAKHeA - VAKAHe - :il;, <A'lHe>'

        (2 vAKA,A - vAKAA,) -- :IXi,; <K1A'> 2 vAAtH.A

      + :IEI; <K 1 .A'> VAA,AHe - 2 <K1 He> VAHeHeA + <KIHe> VAHeAHe
        Af

      + Aflli}i,,<A'IHe> <K 1A"><2 VAA"AtA - VAA"AA,)} • (s)
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    The first term in eq. (5) and the term <KIVAIHe> which

appears in the second term oÅí eq. (1) cancel each other.

  ;X52 VAKHeA ' <K ).VAiHe>

  = S(I'K*<r) {l;3S t.2:2.,l (l)A"(r') (i)A<r') dT'} (I)H.(r) d'c

       -S(VK*(r) -i:t;i!i>9iki}eR fCI)He(r) dT -A'vv o . (6)

     In the same manner, by the 4th and the 6th term of eq. (5)

the interaction VA which appear in the 6th and 8th term in

eq. (1)• will vanish.

    Now, the 3rd and the last term in eq. (5) are used to

rewrite vA in the 3rd and the 9th terrn of eq. (l) to VHF,A in

                        , and in )consequence these twothe same manner as V                   HF,He
terms in eq. (1) cancel each other.

    For example the 3rd term of eq. (5) and the 3rd term of

 eq.(l) together become
   - Ei5•<"'1"e> S `l'K*(r){ ,lil2 + v.(r) +2 .lx LSI`V"*`ii':2.IP?`r''

             - ;s S d r' 9b"kri) .S?i;t ' tsri l (.e 2) 9bA (r) ll Åë. , (r) dz

                           2       = -'Z<A'IHe> <K P          A' 2m +VHF,A,IA'l,>

       " "` :illi; <A'SHe> <K1A'> 'E., (7)

     Finally, the role of the rernaining terms of eg. (3--l7)
 .i{i,l;Åë'{7rKK,ÅëK,ÅëHe " ;5,VK,KK,He rnay be to rewrite eFz + vm(r) in

eq• (l) to eFzO(z) +U(r) where U(r) is the Hartree••Fock

potential of the rnetal defined below.
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For exampler

=<itpi ii:l"{e3.,., . il:, ;i.s(pK•"(?i)-ei9i'`r'' dT•

                          '
         - 2ii3,[S ÅëK ' " (ii ) ,. ei , i(I),s", fi iiS (b K' (r)d'u '} (P.. (r) dT•

                                                        (8)

     Finally one obtains the transition matrix eleTrtents M as

eq. (3--l9).

                        APPEND:X 3

                   THE COLLXS:ON MATR!X

     The scattering of a gas atom from a solid surface is called

thermal scattering when the kinetic energy of the gas atom is a
                   2few tenths of an eV and this is the case in the usual

condition of FIM. This scattering is well explained by the

simple classical model which assume the solid atom as a cube

and so the velocity component parallei to the surface is
conserved3. we base the couision matrix on this model.

     The relation of the norinal velocity components of the gas

atom before and after the collision rnay be obtained from the

velocity distribution of the free metal particles, assuming
                                  4conservation of energy and momenturn .

   b(Vn' , Vt' r Vn , Vt)

 " C 6(Vt'" Vt) (Vn + Vn') eXP(-M((1 +JLN)V. '" (l ")"N)v.')2/8kTs),

                                                         (1)
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where )tA = m/M and C is the noxmalization constant determined

by the foZlowing normalization condition.

     S-2co:vt' -S-OoDdvn' 'b(vn,vtrvn'r vt') =1 . (2)

     When gas atom is considered to collide with the metal atom
                                                 3of effective collision speed as Logan and Stickney supposed,

the collision rnatrix is given as,

     bLs(Vn't Vt', Vn r Vt)

  = CLs 6 ("t'"'"t) (2vSk"n/((l + ?Uk)V.' - (1 ny )LA)v.))1/2 '

         eXP(-MV.((1 +.YL )V.' - (l - .NL)V.)/4kTs?Jt )• (3)

     Both collision matrixs gives the average Vn'av aS

  Vn'av == "(l '-.)A)/(l +)vN) + 2kTs .M/(MV.(1 +)`A)) • (4)

Logan and Stickney called the collision characterized by (4) as

representative collision. As bLs(vn't vt', vn , vt) showS Very

sharp peak at vn' = vn' av t the results by using this matrix is

almost equal to that based on the representative collision. The

average accomodation coefficient obtained from eq. (4)

resernbles that of two dimensional classical hard sphere
collision. 'In this connection, tihe classical hard sphere valuLe

                           •-•2 ,of accomodation 4.)uN(l +,)vN) is O.083 in the case of a helium

atom on tungsten.

     We followed Van Eekelen (appendix 2 of the reference 4) to

obtain the collision rnatrix that is used in the matrix equation

in Chapter 5.
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values of ke, ki,

  APPENDrX 4

and Nt for helium with a tungsten tip.

,F {V!A ) Tg (OK)

Ts(eK) 20 80 300

2.0

 20

 80

300

76 •-6

17 -4

l6 --2

24 -7

60 •-7

40 -7

58

40

48

+r
+6

+3

55 -2

10 -1

37 -1

29 -7

49 -7

41 -7

82 +4

68 +3

21 +2

52

67

14

-1

-1

26

40

39

-7

-7

•- 7

82

u
60

+3

+3

+4

2.5

 20

 80

300

48 -6

26 •-6

ll --4

J9 -4

10 -4

19 -4

64

19

63

+7

+7

+5

88 -3

21 •-2

87 -2

18 -4

12 -4

l7 -4

70 +5

50 +4

IS +3

29

37

62

-l

-l

-- l

i2

IO

1•5

-4

•- 4

-4

20

30

23

+4

+3

+2

3.0

 20

 80

300

72 -•5

47 •-5

84 -5

55 -3

40 -3

51 -3

29

68

78

+6

+5

+4

18 -3

34 -3

18 -2

72 •-3

60 -3

65 -3

15 +6

22 +5

98 +3

15

20

33

-1

-1

-l

51

48

55

-- 3

-3

-• 3

47

72

6S

+4

+3

+2

3.5

 20

 80

300

29 -4

42 -4

49 -4

43 •-2

68 --2

6S -1

49

52

86

+5

+4

+3

68 -3

79 -3

10 •-2

80 --2

96 -2

93 -2

22 +5

33 +4

51 +3

94

12

19

-- 2

-1

-1

66

75

78

-- 2

-2

-2

72

12

l3

+4

+4

+3

4.0

 20

 80

300

15 -3

ll --3

20 -3

44 --l

35 -!

50 -1

59

13

15

+' 4

+4

+3

25 --2

22 •-2

28 -2

45 -!

43 -1

53 -l

49 +4

94 +3

i3 +3

14

14

18

-1

-1

-1

43

41

so

-1

-1

-1

31

65

90

+4

+3

+2

4.5

 20

 80

300

20 -t3

21 -3

31 -3

12

i3

15

25

40

58

+4

+3

+2

43 •-2

44 -2

48 -2

12

13

15

22 +4

38 +3

S5 +2

22

23

2S

-i

-l

-1

12

l3

16

15

30

45

+4

+3

+2

5.0

 20

 80

300

23 •-3

26 -3

38 -3

29

31

3S

11

l8

26

+4

+3

+2

68 -2

69 -2

73 -2

29

3i

35

98 +4

17 +3

25 +2

32

29

32

-1

-1

-1

30

32

36

76

15

24

+3

+3

+2

t The
 in the

values

 units

of

of

ke, ki and Nt are
pv/ J'7Mrr .

arranged in order. For example, 76 -6 means o.76 x io"6. Nt is
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